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The Laird Bell Law Quadrangle, designed by the late Eero Saarinen, is pictured at
the bottom center with the main campus of the University (looking north) across the
Midway at the top. The American Bar Association headquarters are located to the
right of the Law School, and Burton-Judson Courts, containing the two law residence

are connected to the Law School on the left· On the jollowing two pages is
another view of the main Quadrangles of the University (looking northeast) with
Lake Michigan in the background. At the top left is a residential area of Hyde Park
and at the top right is the Museum of Science and Industry on the lakefront.
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Students thinking of law study soon discover that the programs of most law schools have a great
deal in common. The choice of one school over another is not easily made on the basis of catalog
descriptions of the teaching methods, course offerings, and formal requirements. The similarity is
natural, since most American law schools share the aim of educating lawyers for careers that may
take many paths and that will not be limited to any particular state or region. Although many lawyers
eventually find themselves practicing within some special branch of the law, American legal education
is still fundamentally an education for generalists. It emphasizes the acquisition of broad and basic
knowledge of law, an understanding of the functioning of the legal system, and, perhaps even more
important, the development of analytical abilities of a high order. This common emphasis reflects
the conviction that such an education is the best kind of preparation for the diverse roles that law
school graduates occupy in American life and for the changing nature of the problems any individual

lawyer

is

likely

long

to encounter over a

career.

Within this tradition, which it shares, the University of Chicago Law School has been influenced
by a special interest, imparted at its inception, in the relationships between law and other social
studies and in the interaction of law with its social and human
School's history and outlook
of the Law School.

can

be

suggested by

a

Important themes in the
beginnings of the University and

context.

word about the

University of Chicago, one of the youngest of the major American universities, was founded
generosity of its founding donors, led by John D. Rockefeller, enabled the first President
of the University, William Rainey Harper, to realize his bold ideas and extraordinary standards in
the creation of a new university. Although the initial steps had come from the interest of the Baptist
denomination in establishing a strong college in the Middle West, Harper insisted that the new
institution must be a true university, with a strong emphasis on advanced training and research as
well as undergraduate instruction. The University was launched with a program of ambitious di
mensions and with a faculty of remarkable distinction. It became at once one of the leading universities
of the world, "a new kind of institution, borrowing from the structure and aims of German and
English universities, joining the gentlemanly tradition of zeal for good works of the New England
colleges with the confidence and brashness of the Middle West." The character of the University from
the start was stamped by a spirit of innovation, devotion to intellectual inquiry, and a strong sense
of mission. As one study of American higher education has said, "No episode was more important
in shaping the outlook and expectations of American higher education during those years than the
founding of the University of Chicago, one of those events in American history that brought into
focus the spirit of an age."
The Law School, part of Harper's original plan but delayed in its fulfillment until 1902, was a
product of the same innovative spirit and concern for the common aims of a university. The objective,
in the view of Harper and faculty members associated with him in the project, was to create a new
kind of law school, professional in its purpose but with a broader outlook than was then prevalent
in the leading American law schools. It was to be more than a training institution for admission to
the bar, a view that prevailed despite the strong skepticism of, among others, Dean Ames of the
Harvard Law School, who eventually assisted President Harper by lending Professor Joseph Beale
to serve as Dean during the organizing period. The aspirations of the new school were set by Harper's
conception oflegal education in a university setting: education in law "implies a scientific knowledge
of law and of legal and juristic methods. These are the crystallization of ages of human progress.
They cannot be understood in their entirety without a clear comprehension of the historic forces of
which they are the product, and of the social enviroment with which they are in living contact. A
scientific study of law involves the related sciences of history, economics, philosophy-the whole
field of man as a social being." The effects of this philosophy were seen in a number of developments
in which the School had a leading role during its first half-century, including the growth of admin
istrative law; legislation, and comparative law as recognized fields oflaw school study, the introduction
of economics and accounting into the curriculum, the extension of the field of legal research from
concern with the rules of law to empirically oriented investigations of the legal system, and the
appointment of regular faculty members from disciplines outside the law. In addition, the Law School
from the beginning established close relationships with the faculties in other departments of the
University, a number of whom each year participate in the teaching of courses and seminars in the
The

in 1890. The

Law School.
The present program of the School seeks to combine a rigorous professional emphasis with the
search for knowledge about law viewed as a social science. The School has long been noted for work
in the field oflaw and economics, and it now is especially rich also in resources for the study oflegal

history.

Other

special emphases

in

for Studies in Criminal Justice and

years have brought the development of a leading Center
extensive program of courses, seminars, and research on urban

recent
an
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problems, in conjunction with the University's Center for Urban Studies. The strong orientation of
the faculty toward research provides students with unusually good opportunities for independent
research and writing and for employment during term time and summers as research assistants to
members of the faculty. The School is the home of four faculty-edited journals- The Supreme Court
Review, The Journal of Law and Economics, The Journal ofLegal Studies, and Crime andJustice: An Annual
Review of Research.
The program for the professional degree (the J.D. degree) begins with a common program for all
students in the first year, covering the basic common-law fields and emphasizing training in legal
reasoning, legal research techniques, and exercises in writing various forms of legal documents, as
well as an introduction to the arts of appellate advocacy. For part of the first-year work, courses are
conducted for the entire class of about 170 in order to provide a unified experience in the foundation
subjects. In other courses, however, the class is divided into sections. Students also meet in small
sections for legal-writing work under the supervision of the Bigelow Teaching Fellows, an important
feature of the School's first-year program. The first-year program also includes an elective course
in the Spring Quarter chosen from a set of courses representing special perspectives toward law such
as history, economics, and
legal philosophy.'
The work of the upperclass years is entirely elective and permits a fair degree of flexibility to the
individual student in planning a program. The expectation is that all students will take work that
gives them a strong foundation in the major subject areas, and will do substantial research and writing
by taking advantage of the opportunity to cultivate special interests in seminars and independent
study. A number of courses and seminars, considered especially appropriate for the third year, stress
the solution of complex problems or transactions in the form in which they come to the lawyer in
practice, drawing upon the theoretical knowledge previously acquired and calling for the application
of that knowledge to real situations. Acquaintance with the techniques oflitigation is stressed, through
trial practice courses. In one course students carry out the steps in the preparation and trial of a lawsuit
under the supervision of trial practitioners and judges drawn from the local courts. In the other trial
practice course students receive clinical training in advocacy by participating in trials on behalf of real
clients in the courts of Illinois (pursuant to the student practice rule). The Law School's Mandel Legal
Aid Clinic provides supervision by experienced lawyers for sixty or more law students each year.
The program of the second and third years may also include
other departments and schools of the University.

a

certain

amount

of

course

work in

large proportion of the students engage in at least one intensive extracurricular activity that
an
important part of the educational experience. There is an active moot-court program and
competition, providing intensive training in the writing of briefs and practice in oral argument before
appellate benches. The University of Chicago Law Review, one of the leading student-run legal peri
odicals, selects its membership partly on the basis of an open competition in which a large number
of students participate during the summer between the first and second years; approximately 20
percent of the student body are on the Review.
The School places a special value on ease of access to the faculty and informal exchange with the
faculty as part of the educational process. The building is designed to encourage this atmosphere.
Offices are arranged around the working floors of the Law Library; these offices are used by both
students and faculty, The custom is for students to drop in on faculty members at any time and
without going through secretaries or other staff. A large lounge, in which students and faculty gather
between classes and for coffee breaks, occupies a central place on the main floor of the Law School.
The School is housed in a set of buildings of noted architectural distinction, designed by the late
Eero Saarinen and completed in 1959. They include an unusual courtroom complex, the Weymouth
Kirkland Courtroom, in which actual sittings of the Supreme Court of Illinois and other courts and
agencies are held each year. The Glen A. Lloyd Auditorium, with a seating capacity of approximately
500, is frequently used for lectures, motion pictures, concerts, and similar University functions. The
Law Library, which contains about 400,000 volumes, is one of the leading law libraries in the nation,
especially strong as a research library and in its collection offoreign legal materials. A large proportion
of its seating is in the form of carrels and semicarrels spaced throughout the five floors rather than
concentrated in a large reading room. The Law School complex, known as the Laird Bell Quadrangle,
is completed by a residence hall, the Burton-Judson Courts, in which a large number of the first-year
students and some upperclassmen reside and which is directly connected with the academic buildings.
The student body of the School has always been drawn from many colleges and parts of the United
States. The alumni, numbering about 5,500, are widely dispersed throughout the country, with strong
concentrations in New York, Washington, Los Angeles, and San Francisco as well as in Chicago. An
active alumni program and a well-established Placement Office help assure students a broad range
of employment opportunities upon graduation and during the summers between academic years.
A

forms
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THE LAW SCHOOL

Programs

of Instruction

The Doctor

oj Law (J.D.) Degree

The

or
professional curriculum in the Law School is a three-year (nine-quarter) program
degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.). The program is open to candidates who have received
a Bachelor's degree from an approved college before
beginning their study in the Law School and
to a limited number of highly qualified students who have completed three years of undergraduate
studies but have not received degrees. The Law School will not award Bachelor's degrees to such
candidates, but in some cases undergraduate institutions will treat the first year of law study as
fulfilling part of the requirements for their own Bachelor's degrees.
The entering class for the J.D. program is limited to approximately 170 students. All students
begin the program during the Autumn Quarter in September. The calendar for the academic year

leading

regular
the

to

is located

on

the inside back

The Combined

cover

of these Announcements.

Degree Programs

Students in the Law School may, with the permission of the Graduate School of Business, become
candidates for the M.B.A. degree while pursuing their work toward the J.D. degree. By using certain
courses

partial satisfaction of the requirements for both degrees, a student may be able to earn
J.D. and the M.B.A. degrees in four calendar years. For detailed information about these

in

both the

arrangements,

applicants

Law students may

should consult the Dean of Students in the Law School.
several courses offered in the Law School's Law and Economics

Program
requirements in the Department of Economics for the A.M. and Ph.D. degrees in
economics, and thereby obtain such degrees in less than the normal time required.
Students in the Law School may become candidates for advanced degrees in other fields and earn
credit toward such degrees by study during the regular summer quarters of the University. The Law
School is flexible in granting leaves to those students who wish to pursue advanced degrees in other
departments of the University in conjunction with their work toward the J.D. degree.
The University's Committee on Public Policy Studies offers a one-year program leading to the
Master of Arts degree in Public Policy. The program is available to law students who desire to
develop expertise in the area of public policy. A full description of the program is contained in the
section on Research and Special Programs. The Law School will grant a one-year leave to any student
who wishes to participate in this program.
to

satisfy

use

course

The Graduate

Programs

The Law School has for many decades maintained programs of study beyond the first degree in
law. In the 1960s the Foreign Law Program helped remedy the shortage of American scholars of
and comparative law, while the Comparative Law Program gave many students from abroad
initial exposure to American law and legal institutions. In the years since, the Law School has
tended in its graduate programs to emphasize advanced scholarship in areas of particular faculty

foreign
an

strengths.

A small number of

of Laws and Master of

exceptionally qualified

Comparative

candidates continue to be admitted to Master
course work predominates. For the

Law programs in which

most part, however, admissions and fellowships are directed to the support of students who have
well-defined research interests. Such students may work as candidates for the advanced degrees of
Doctor of Jurisprudence or Doctor of Comparative Law, but degree candidacy is not necessarily
required. Graduate study at the Law School is designed, therefore, to provide considerable flexibility
in matching the research interests of students and faculty.
Admission to the Graduate Programs, supervision of students' programs, and the administration
of requirements for degrees are under the supervision of the faculty Committee on Graduate Studies.
The grading, system and the requirements for satisfactory academic standing applicable to students
in the J. D. program are applicable to students in degree programs, except where higher requirements
are imposed by the rules of the Graduate Programs. Students whose native
tongue is other than
English may receive extra time on examinations with the written permission of the instructor con
cerned.
Inquiries concerning admission to the Graduate Programs should be addressed to the Dean of
Students, The Law School, The University of Chicago, 1111 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois
60637. Initial inquiries concerning the Graduate Programs must be received by January 15 and
applications for admission should be completed by March 15 before the Autumn Quarter for which

the student desires admission.

PROGRAMS OF INSTRUCTION
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THE MASTER OF LAWS DEGREE

Program leading to the LL.M. degree is limited to students (1) who have obtained
undergraduate degree from an approved school of law, (2) whose undergraduate record displays
high scholarly aptitude, and (3) who display qualities of maturity and serious purpose sufficient to
justify the expectation that they will satisfactorily complete the requirements for the LL.M. degree.
A student admitted to the Comparative Law Program may, at any time during his period of study
in residence, petition for admission to candidacy for the LL.M. degree.
The degree of Master of Laws (LL.M.) is awarded to students who have been in residence for
three full consecutive academic quarters, have completed their studies with a B average or above, and
have satisfactorily completed in the course of their studies a substantial paper under the supervision
of a member of the law faculty. To qualify for residence for a full quarter, the student must take and
complete the equivalent of 12 or more course hours. Credit for 36 course hours and the maintenance
of satisfactory academic standing are needed to qualify for the degree.
Students admitted to candidacy for theJ.S.D. degree will be awarded the LL.M. degree following
completion of the year in residence. Students who have been admitted to the J. S. D. program but are
denied admittance to candidacy for the J.S.D. degree, and who have satisfied the requirements for
the LL.M. degree, may be awarded the LL.M. degree upon recommendation of the Committee on
Graduate Studies and favorable action by the faculty.
The Graduate

an

THE DOCTOR OF

JURISPRUDENCE

DEGREE

Program leading to theJ.S.D. degree is limited to students (1) who have obtained
undergraduate law degree from an approved school of law, (2) whose undergraduate record
displays outstanding scholarly aptitude, (3) who at the time of their admission demonstrate well
defined research interests, and (4) who display qualities of maturity and serious purpose sufficient
to justify the expectation that they will successfully complete the requirements of the doctorate.
The degree of Doctor of Jurisprudence a.S.D.) is awarded to students who have been in residence
for three full consecutive academic quarters, have completed their studies with a B average or above,
and, after admission to candidacy for the degree, have submitted a dissertation that is accepted by
the faculty as a creditable contribution to legal scholarship. To qualify for residence for a full quarter,
the student must take and complete the equivalent of 12 or more course hours. Credit for 36 course
hours and the maintenance of satisfactory academic standing are needed to qualify for the degree.
The Graduate

an

The dissertation

must

be submitted

to

the Committee

on

Graduate Studies within five years after

completion of the period in residence. To be acceptable, the dissertation must constitute a creditable
contribution to legal scholarship and must be in publishable form. Three typewritten, printed, or
duplicated copies must be deposited with the Committee on Graduate Studies not later than five
weeks before the date of the convocation at which the degree is to be granted. Dissertations must
conform to requirements of form established by the Committee on Graduate Studies and the Dis
the

sertation

Secretary of the University.

THE COMPARATIVE LAW PROGRAM

The

graduate Comparative Law Program makes available to a small number of highly qualified
graduates trained primarily in foreign legal systems the opportunity to acquire a knowledge of
American law and legal institutions, to pursue comparative studies in their fields of special interest,
and to engage in research in such fields. The degrees awarded in this program are the Master of
Comparative Law (M.Comp.L.) and the Doctor of Comparative Law (D.Comp.L.).
Admission to the Comparative Law Program is open to students who are graduates of approved
foreign law schools and whose credentials establish to the satisfaction of the Committee on Graduate
Studies that they are qualified to undertake advanced study and research in law. Foreign law school
graduates who have been admitted to the LL.M. program may, at any time during their period of
study in residence, petition for transfer to the Comparative Law Program.
The degree of Master of Comparative Law is awarded to students in the Comparative Law Program
who have been in residence for three full consecutive academic quarters, have satisfactorily completed
their studies and are recommended for the M.Comp.L. degree by the Committee on Graduate Studies
and by the faculty. To qualify for residence for a full quarter, the student must take and complete 12
or more course hours, The
program is individually arranged with the student's faculty adviser and
is expected to occupy the student's full time. At least half of the student's work in residence must
be devoted to studies of Anglo-American law. Students will normally be expected to arrange their
programs so as to include courses in civil procedure, constitutional law, torts, and contracts.
The degree of Doctor of Comparative Law is awarded to students who are graduates of approved
foreign law schools, have completed with distinction the residence work required for the M.Comp.L.
law
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LL.M. degrees and, after admission to candidacy for the degree, have submitted a dissertation that
accepted by the faculty as a creditable contribution to the literature of comparative law. Dissertations
must conform to the requirements of form established by the Committee on Graduate Studies and
the Dissertation Secretary of the University.
or

is

The

Legal History Program

particularly rich in resources for the study oflegal history. Several of the faculty
engaged actively in historical research and are available for advice and direction of reading and
research. Academic offerings include courses and seminars in American Legal History, English Legal
History, European Legal History, and Roman Law.
The Law School cooperates with the Department of History in offering a Ph.D. degree in legal
history, under the auspices of the Department. Specialization in legal history can also be pursued
within the degree programs of the Law School. For the academic year 1982-83, we should like to
call particular attention to the following courses: 476, Development of Legal Institutions; 478, High
Medieval England; 405, American Constitutional History. Also of interest are the following seminars:
546, Greek Law and Rhetoric; 547, Roman Law; 549, English Legal History; 503, American Con
stitutional History; 504, Supreme Court History; 505, Supreme Court Justices: Mr. Justice Robert
H. Jackson; 552, Legal History: The Supreme Court and the Jury Guarantees. In addition to the work
of the curriculum, seminars and lectures by outside scholars in legal history occur regularly. The
Workshop in Legal History, held periodically under the auspices of the Leonard M. Rieser Memorial
Fund, brings together faculty and students to discuss a scholarly paper on some topic of legal history.
The Law School is

are

The Law and Economics

Program

The Law School has long been the center of teaching and research on the application of the theories
and methods of economics to legal questions. A number of courses are offered in this area; they are
described in the section of these Announcements dealing with Curriculum. No other law school provides
comparable opportunities for study and research in this field.
The Law School has available

to

members oflaw school and economics faculties

a

limited number

of

Fellowships in Law and Economics. Fellows spend between one and three quarters at the Law
School pursuing individually tailored programs of study in the application of economics to law. The
Fellowship program is designed to enhance the research and teaching capabilities of law teachers and
economists in this rapidly expanding field.
The Center for Studies in Criminal Justice
To support research relevant to criminal law and criminal procedure, the School in 1965 established
The Center for Studies in Criminal Justice. Persons with basic qualifications in law or the social sciences
may apply to the Center for positions as Research Fellows. Typically, a Fellow has completed law
training or a doctorate in a related social science and comes to the Center with a well-defined research
project and competence in research methodology. Fellowships are granted for one academic year and

be renewed. The probable quality and importance of the proposed research is the most important
factor in selection of Fellows. Usually only one or two Fellows are appointed each year, to assure that
each Fellow receives adequate support and guidance from the Center's senior staff.
can
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Curriculum and

Requirements

The First Year

Students in the first year take a prescribed program covering five principal branches Of tlle law
contracts, torts, property, criminal law, and civil procedure. In addition to providing this general
foundation of legal knowledge, the program is intended to develop an understanding cf the process

development of the law thro17gh judiciald?sisiol1S a�.? sta�ut��� interpretation, a�19 to �ultivate
oflegal reasoning. Instruction in the first yearis based primarily on the so-called case method,
centered on class discussion of judicial deClSlOJl1S
All first-year students also
of the six Bigelow
of

the skill

-.

'Yl,rtlf',n·)tp

standard tools and tecnruques

The Second and
All

courses are

elective.

first
...

.....

which all students-must take prior to
that all
policy does not reflect a

exception ofthe dQUrSe()ll

the

legal profession,

gt�9uationip(,)rde( to meet requirsm��ts s\.lt·by the O<l);' This
have the
general importance. Rather, it is intended
vie:;"
�ou�ses
to permit students
to
tai19t their pr()pg.r:P.�ito �S9l}sidera�Je extent to their own
map:imJ.lr:Pthat
freedoZll
interests and, to the extent
they san be foreseen, fut�re needs. The secti�n on cO;lrse offerings
is organized according to general subject matter areas
ang1\"\Vi�hin ��sse q<ltsg��i.es'i.90u}·ses which are
cateful examination s40uld provide the reader with
same

��%��I;S������;� f:�i����ge�;i���dtogether.A

expectation is t�at all student� will Fke progranls that give then),} strong foundation in the
subject areas of the law. It is hoped, il1 additiOI1' th<lt 11195t. stugents will/find some area or
areas to
pursue in special depth and breadth, �ith?r
bsca��g ofI)arti��]ar c�reer inclinations or for the
intellectual values that go with striving for the competence of the expert. However, students are
warned against excessive specialization, It will be
impossibls}oforesee with any precision future
career changes and challenges, and lawyers are not
expected to be specialists when they graduate from
law school. The
freed0r:PS[ theelectt.",e �olicy places responsibility on stud.Snts to plan a coherent
program that provides a sound general background and meets individual il1terests and objectives.
Some specific
considerati��� �te .�et.f�.rth �n the comments on the second yea� an� .on the third year.
Students are encouraged to consult with members of the faculty for additionaL guidance on their
The

..

standard

programs.
As should be obvious from the

believes in
organization of the course
klistory, economics, other social sciences, and the humanities are onen
useful, and indeed indispensable, for a better understanding of legal materials. They are not just
appended (in the style of "law and. ."), but constitute an integral Bart of legal a9alysi?.; A few
somewhat more self-contained courses which are viewed as generally helpful are listed in the section
on
complementary subjects.
an

integrated

curriculum.

THE SECOND YEAR

Althoughno specific courses ��e.requir�? to be ta�en in the second year, t�ere are certain courses
are commonly taken by a large proportion of students and have usually been taken in the second
rather than the third year. These courses include Commercial Law, Federal Taxation I, Corporations,
Constitutional Law I, and Administrative Law. Students lacking a background in Accounting should
consider this course in the secong.year. When it is necessary for the Law School to schedule upper class
courses in conflict with one another, the basic courses are often chosen for scheduling against courses
most frequently elected in the third year.
The planning of a student's program will properly take account of the relationship of some courses
as
predicates for more advanced work in the same general field. In the field of business associations,
that
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for example, a secon
ear student should consider taking Corporations and Federal Taxation II,
which would provid
asis for advanced work in the third year in such courses as Federal Regulation
of Securities, Corporate Reorganization, and Business Planning. The course on Decedents' Estates
and Trusts should be given special consideration for election in the second year by students who will
n III (estate and
gift taxation) in the third year. Administrative
ear course, since it is a
survey of general principles in
rstanding the operation of administrative agencies and
su
CIa
�ect areas, such as labor law, securities regulation, taxation,
the communications industry, etc. Students who plan to take one of the
rk intensively in the Legal Aid Clinic program may be well-advised
Evidence, and possibly Criminal Procedure, in the second year.
er taking two or more of the several courses that
provide cross
I legal work. These courses include Development of Legal
.

.

.

-

ies in

Argument, Comparative Legal Institutions, International Law,
Mentally Ill, and such seminars as The Legal Imagination,
History, En lish Lega
tory, and European Legal History.

s

of the

.

The program of the Sc
emphasiz
dents to use economic theori
olicy encountered in private
the
ore

ns
s

government service,

nomics

students who are considering apply
of th
ortunities in the second ye
and evaluating a student's

large

or
teaching. A prerequisite
background in economic analysis.
nd independent research and writing opportunities,
icial clerkship are especially encouraged to make use
generally provide faculty members with a more solid
development with respect to research and writing than

e,

and seminars i
will be said later abo
courses

between law and economics and seeks
problems of law

in the solution of practical
area

is

a

course.

for the student to round out his or her knowledge of basic
ecialor contemporary interest. It should also have
can be identified: (1) The
taking of advanced
tu
acquired some foundation in the second year.
uSiness

oLcorpor4te

area

mentioned above. (2) The taking of courses that
the application of legal principles to concrete

and
in

emphasize

3)

udies, which may be thought of as cultural

ctice. Land

Development,

Business

Planning, and the
or
perspective

broad and critical appreciation of legal institutions and their
or
development,
isprudence, comparative legal studies, and international law are examples.
In particular, the School's increasingly rich offerings in the fields of law and economics and legal
history afford an opportunity for cultivating a special dimension to legal studies.

formal seminar

or writing requirement after the first-year tutorial program, the
provide wide opportunities for individual writing and research
ough seminars or through arrangements with faculty members for independent
10n. Students are urged to make use of these opportunities. It is generally regarded
e.ach student to have at least one and perhaps two experiences in law school in which
upon to produce a substantial paper based on intensive research on a limited topic
e special demands on the time of a student made by such a project, a student

ty has been

res

desirable for
or he is

as

she
or

problem.

to

rolled in

more than one seminar at a time.
udents will, as a rule, be admitted to a seminar, and in some seminars
enrollment is limited to a smaller number. Students will be given an opportunity to sign tentative
registration lists for seminars. When necessary, selection of enrollment will be by lot or by a method

may not
No m

.

to

be determine

in

a

quarter

exc

structor.

he

Students

permission

are not

permitted

to

register

for

more

than

one

seminar

of the Dean of Students.

THE CLINICAL PR

In the second and third years, students have the opportunity to obtain practical training through
the School's clinical program, in which students represent indigent clients under the supervision of
stafflawyers. The program operates through the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic, located in the Law School.

The Mandel Clinic renders

8
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legal

assistance in civil and criminal cases,

handling approximately 1,000

cases a year.
Sixty or more students participate in its work; conducting weekly. interviews and
assuming responsibility, under the guidance of a director anG full-time lawyers, for the cases of the
clients who are interviewed. If more students wish to participate in the Clinic than can be accommodated, a lottery will be used as the b(lsis for selectio
nde� Illinois law third-year students in

the Clinic

are

authorized

to

appear

on

behalf of clients i

state courts.

The program is intended

complement the academicstudy of law with experience in interviewing clients, investigating facts,
dealing with adverse parties, and participating in court proceedings. In addition, .it.seeks to acquaint
students with problems of professional responsibility and with. the special problems of low-income
groups. Part of the program is directed toward identifying legal remedies, such as test cases and other
types of law reform, for recurrent problems that come to such a clinic.
r ex
ceo
The clinical work is pla
'rhe:6rst year is devoted to out-of-court
�s atw
the
aspects of practice. In the.
'ng Quart
participating students enroll ina seminar on
Trial Practice. In the following year the emphasis is on experience in representation of clients in court
and on problems of litigation Students receive four hours of credit for their training in the Clinic
through participation in the Trial Practice Seminar. Students frequently choose topics suggested from
issues arising in the clinical program for papers in such offeringsas Section 1983 Civil Rights Litigation,
Law and Psychiatry, and Juvenile Justice and for independent research.
to

.

..

Requirements

and

Grading

J.D. degree, a student must have been in residence for nine full quarters, have
maintained satisfactory academic standing, and have received credit for the prescribed courses and
other required units of credit. A total of 140 course hours, or 35
c?urse. units, is required. (Credit
in the Law School is ordinarily measured in course hours but for certain purposes is expressed in
course units. A Single course unit is the equivalent of 4 course hours.) To qualify forresidence for
a full
quarter, a student must take and complete 12 or more course hours.
To achieve credit for 140 course hours in nine quarters, a student must take an average of just
under 15 course hours per quarter in the second and third years, for a total of 87 hours in those two
years. Since most courses and seminars carry 4 hours of credit, Jherequirement for graduation Will
usually be met if a student takes in each of the secondand third years
A student may take more than the required number of courses and may take up to 17 hours in a
quarter without special permission. Permission of the Dean is required to take mPre than 17hours
in a quarter. Each student is respon�ible to� keel?ing.
she
'onal
he
of the number oj
.or
which follow, t
mber in parentheses
requires for graduation. In the course and
at the end of the description represents the value of the course or seminar in course hours per
quarter.
All students must take a course in professional respc)Usibility prior to graduation.
Students may, in their secqndand third years, take work in other departments and schools of the
University for credit in the Law School. Such work may be counted for 110 more than 8 course hours
toward the J.D. degree. Each student must receive advance permission to register ill such courses
from the Committee on
Rulesand Petitions, which will base its
judgment?n its view.of
the relevance of the proposed courseor seminar to the study of law or to a career in law and of the
appropriateness of the proposeo course Or seminarin the light of the student's course of study in the
Law School. Students should COn�).l]t the DeanofStudents. for informatio!l concerning tht< procedure
to be followed for obtaining permission,
In each course, seminar, or other credit work • the student receives a final grade according to the
following scale: A, 80 and above; B, 74.,....79; (J) 68,...7$; D, 60-67;. P, below 60. (Grades are recorded
as numerical
of theLaw School and as letter
Office
grades in the Office of the
gr�desin
of the Registrar of the University.) A gradeof60 or aboveis required for credit for the work involved.
To maintain satisfactory academic standing, a student must receive a weighted grade average of
68 or more for the work
and acumlflative average
ofeacllacadymicyear (three-quarter
of 68 after the conclusion of the second year (sixth quarter) and the third year (ninth quarter). In
addition, a student who receives two failing final grades in anyone academic year, or three failing
final grades during his or her period of residence at the Law School,
h�ve maintained
nee of satisfactory academic
satisfactory academic standing. Mai
standing is a prerequisite to
continuation in the School as well as
aduation.
Regular class attendance is required. as a condition of receiving credit for wgrk done. TheWivilege
of membership in the SchopI.may b�withdrawn for unsatisfactory class work or attendance.
After the first four weeks of any quarter a student is not permitted to withdraw from a course,
seminar, or special work for which he. ot she has registered that quarter except with the permission
of the Dean of Students.
The degree of Doctor of Law with Honors is awarded to candidates who have satisfied the
requirements for the degree with distinction.·· 'fhe achievement of a weighted grade average 0{78 or
better is considered to be. j.::qmp1etion of the requirements with distinction.
To receive the

.

10c0t1rsesandoneserr�illar.
.

fnjorrned
seminardescripti?ns

credit:.

Academi�

the.

Re9istra�

sequ�nce)

willn.?t
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FIRST-YEAR COURSES
301. ELEMENTS 01' THE LAW. A

SECOND- AND THIRD-YEAR
COURSES

designed to give
an
understanding of the jurisprudential
considered
arc the sources
Subjects
course

This section is subdivided

law students
of American law.
of American law; the adversary forum; the
ciples, rules and concepts; the theory and
of judicial precedent in
tell constitution; the
tionship between law

ning

sequentially

into the

following

catc-

}Jag('
11
12
13
14

distinctions. Aut (4). Mr.

15

302. CIVIL PROCEDURE.
16
16
I t includes

an

17

anal ysis

right and function
course is a study of jurisdiction
the scope and effect
with
an
merits,
emphasis upon the problems imposed by a
determination
of disputes that
system upon complete
lines; state court jurisdiction from .Pennoyer v. Nefftopresent-day
"long-arm" statutes; principles of finality of judgments and their
implementation through the Full Faith and Credit Clause; pro
ceedings ill rem and quasi in rem and interpleader and class actions
as devices for
extending judgments to the rights of persons be
yond the personal jurisdiction of the court; the role of the federal
COurts under the diversity jurisdiction; the enforcement ofjudg
rncnts. Aut (4). Mr. C'm'i�, Mr.
Isenbelsh. Spr (4). Mr. Near, Mrs.

18

and the

Courses
401. CONSTITUTIONAL LAW I. The function of constitutional
ism, the institution and role of judicial review, the concept of
of precedents, the interplay of the various
branches of the federal government within the framework of
of
separation
powers, and the relationship between constitutional

jurisdiction, lhe role

adjudication

and its

and economic

political, social,

context.

It is

recommended that students take Constitutional Law I before

Hutchinson.

303. CRIMINAL LAW. This
criminal

19

liability

to

course

general doctrines of
problems of crime. The

relates the

the moral and social

against the person and against prqperty (as
they arc at present and as they might be) are considered in the
light of the purposes of punishment and of the role of the criminal
justice system, including police and correctional agelJCIes, in-in
fiuencing behavior and protecting the community, �l.IL(4). Mr.
Morris. Win (4). Mr. Morris, Mr. Zimring
definitions of crimes

studying Constitutional Law 1I
Jurisdiction. Spr (4). Mr

Federal
402.

or

JIl, Administrative Law,

LAW 1I: FIRST AMENDMENT. A study
Church and State and problems of

retanonsmo between

a

constitutional dimension, including
obscenity, the right of privacy,
free press, congressional invcstidisclosure. laws,
and protest

oaths,

304. PROPERTY.

relationships that arise Out
Among the subjects to be
rights in real and personal

the

or

Currie.

nature

natural resources, the various types of COncurrent
interests in land, and restraints on alienation. The
deal with the law relating to casements and
and tenant, and

Aut

conveyancing.

(4),

Win

will deal with the
vcloprncnt of the enforceability of contractual
and
non
sanctions for their breach,
justification or
performance. The nineteenth-century elaboration of such. basic
contract doctrines as that of consideration will be examined in

305. CONTRACTS. The

A

course

constitutional authority of the federal government, the allocation
and distribution of powers by the executive and legislative
branches, the separation of powers, treaties and other interna
tional agreements, the role of courts in foreign relations and the

the light of their decline and fall 111 our own century. The rela
tionship between contract liability and tort liability, taken as twin
halves of a general theory of civil obligation, will be stressed.

rights

Win

(4).

(4).

Ms.

Becker,

Mr. Stolle.

Spr (4).

Mr.

H14tchiI150'1,

My.

Jones.

course deals with the Anglo-American system
(mainly judge-created) of liability for physical injury to person
or
property. Special stress is laid on the legal doctrines governing
accidental injury, such as negligence and strict liability, assump
tion of risk, and the duty requirement. The rules for determining
damages in personal-injury cases will also be discussed. Altcrnative theories of tort liability,
moral and economic, will
be compared. Win (4), Spr (4).
Mr. Kimbatl.

306. TORTS. This

first-year student is assigned to a
tutor for individual and small-group work in legal analysis, re
search, and exposition, including an exercise in brief-writing and
oral argument. Aut, Win, Spr (5). Mr. Hetmhol r and Mr. Bian
calana Mr. Collins, Ms. Dresser, Mr. HaU, Mr. Legqatt, Ms. Misra.
307. TUTORIAL WORK. Each

,

study

framework for the conduct of the foreign
of the United States. Subjects covered will include the

Consnrunonat

of individuals in

relating

matters

to

foreign

atTairs. W111

Mr. GOlllieb.

405. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTOHY.

troductory

examination of the

Following

an

in

of powers in state con
will focus on the separation of

separation

stitutions after 1776, the course
powers concept in the Constitutional Convention. The main part
of the COUrse, however, will be devoted to the actual operations
of the three branches of the national government from the adop
tion of the Constitution through the presidency of Thomas Jef

ferson. The

emphasis

will be

on

interactions of the

legislative

and

executive branches. The class materials will mostly consist of
legislation, congressional debates, materials concerning the work

ings of administrative departments
Two

areas

of concentration

Congress's role
ments

in the

and other

sources.

noncasc

the budgetary process and
foreign policy. Reading assign

concern

making

of

will be very substantial. Constitutional Law I is
Mr Casper.

a

prcreq

ELECTIVE. In the Spring Quarter first-year students will elect
one course or seminar from among the following: 492, Economic
Analysis of Law; 479, Jurisprudence; 480, Studies in 'Argument;
476, Development of Legal Institutions; 484, The Law of the
European Community; 546, Seminar in Greek Law and Rhetoric
(first-year students may be admitted only with consent of the

406. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. An examination of se
lected provisions of state constitutions, general laws providing

instructors); 547, Roman Law. Preferences will be indicated in
advance registration during the Winter Quarter. Where necessary

institutions. Alit (4). Mr. Lucas.

in order

to

enrollment

lirnir these

reasonable size,
students will be limited by lot.

courses

by first-year

and seminars

to a

uisite. Wil) (4).

for the formation and

regulation

of

public corporations, and leg

islative and freehold charters, with an emphasis on the role de
fining the voting public in the design and operation of democratic

472. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 1. For course description refer
section on Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure.
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Seminars

.

.

s.

;

501: S'UPREM'E COURT: An analysis of cases on the dod�
'Supreme Court in the current term. The members of the
prepare draft opinions after studying the briefs filed. in the Suo,:
'preore Coutt: The opinions arc circulated and then discussed in
the seminar, usually in' advance of the actual decision of the par.
ticular case by the Court. The required written work consists of

[:n311j0S;p,i (n)rilo,n)fs

er

those atising from representing the government or from spe
in tax, business, or criminal law. Aut (3). Mr. Casper and

/cializing
the

which each student must prepare. Enrollment
the instructor and is limited to approximately

nine students. Aut (4). Mr.

ein, Mr. Easterbro()k.

se

413. ADMIR.ALTY Historical development of "cases of admiralty
and maritimejurisdicnon" as an dement of the jurisdiction of the
federal district courts; the role of the Supreme Court in the "corn
menlaw' development ofthe substantive law of the admiralty;
a brief introduction to the main elements of the substantive mar
itimeIaw: the maritime hen, maritime torts and contracts, sal

raising

cases

of the Fourteenth

(concurring
may be

ns

story 9f the Clause, and

on

any

general average, and limitation of liability. (4).
[Not offered in 1982-413).

vage,.

precedents created by t.he 'Justices" themselves. The
"Justices" may not rely, however, upon any actual decisions of

doctrines or

.

ired
uden

414. EQUITY.

.

ned

Court.'

to

the
aborating with colleagues, interpreting
stitutional provision, and then living with the doctrines and prec;.edentshe or she creates., Spr (4). Mr. Stone.),
.'
.'

'.

.

503. AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. The seminar will
be concerned with the origins of the Constitution of 1787.and the
first twelve': Amendments and with the interpretation of .these
ions .through the Marshall Court period. Each student will
"pr
ed to deliver an oral presentation to the seminar and to
be
submit a written paper. Aut (4). Mr Kurland.

HISTORY. Students will prepare and pre
tics relating to early Supreme Court
ssigned at the beginning of Autumn
to
oral
presentations
during Winter. Preference
Quarter
permit
will be given to students having taken Constitutional Law I. Win
504. SUPREME COURT

inary.relief

s

JUSTICES;
ore

1 attempt to

study

MR.

JUSTICE

ROBERT H.

than others, have made important

,

d

through
assigned.
Spr (4).

judicial and extrajudicial, and
extrajudicial. Readings will be

ted of each member of the seminar.

Histor' and Jurisprudence.
.

section
i

PROCESS,·· Contemporary Congressi6ti:tl !.eg.
l;Al:vr
I be' examined in light of the problems addressed, the
troversics involved,· the development of legislative
nal issues raised, and teasons for the success
Students willbeexpected
tive
presented in class. Registration limited.

proposal�:.

disparate body

of

Win

(4).

supplemental

reme

Mr. Lucas.

472. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE J. For course

LEGAL
:'THE SUPREME COURT AND THE JURY
GUARANTEES:: Fof seminar description refer-to section.pn.Legal·

r

a

416.1NlDENCE -. The content and .reforrn of the law governing
proof of disputed propositions of fact in criminal and civil trials,
with incidental treatment of other adjudicative processes, includ
ing burdens of proof, presumptions and judicial notice; the func
tion of judge. and jury and the preservation of errors for review;
the hearsay "rule" and other rules of exclusion; the competency,
examination, and privileges of witnesses. Win (5). Mr. Stone.

552.
j

is

415. CONFLICT OF LAWS. An inquiry into the division of law
making and judging authority among the several states and be
tween the states and the federal government, principally through
consideration of choiceof law, personal jurisdiction, and respect
for prior judgments in cases connected with more than one state.
A\:lt .(4). Mr. Neal.

the Supreme Court. Some
ed by their successors as
for guidance. This scmRobert H. Jackson as a Supreme Court

Justice,

Equity

Mr. Lucas.

dies, devices, and rules, lumped together by the historical accident
of being administered in a separate court for several centuries.
Law and equity- courts have now merged in most jurisdictions,
hut distinctively equitable problems continue to emerge, Equity
;CUtS across and interacts with all substantive fields of law, and
much of it has been absorbed into other courses. This is a survey
course with emphasis on matter not systematically covered else
where, including the remedies of injunction and receivership, the
defenses of laches, waiver, estoppel, and unclean hands, the ir
rcparability rule, .and the special problems raised by non-rnone
tary remedies, such ;IS prematurity, voluntary cessation, comparative
hardship, impracticality, enforcement, modification, and prelim

to

URT

.

...

N MAKING. Students enrolled
502. CONSTITUTIONAL D
this seminar are divided into" courts," each of which consists
each of the first five weeks of the

pothetical

Faculty

412. FEDERAL JURISDICTION; This course explores in detail rbe
question of which matters can be litigated in the federal courts.
Diversity, federal-question, and admiralty jurisdiction; sovereign
immunity, the jurisdictional amount, abstention, the limitations
on injunctions against other proceedings; removal, habeas corpus,
and Supreme Court review of state courts; the power of Congress
over-jurisdiction; and the case-or-controversy requirement. It is
recommended that students complete the course in Constitutional
Law I before taking Federaljurisdiction. Win (4). Mr. Currie.

on

C;�Ily!I�I\i. PROCEDURE II. For
secti?!1 ppCriminal Law and Criminal

473

description

refer

to

refer

to

Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure.
course

..

description

Procedure

.

471.. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. For course description
refer to section on Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure.
480. STUDIES IN ARGUMENT. For course
section on Legal History and Jurisprudence.

description

refer

to

..

Seminars
MAJOR CIVIL LITIGATION, A practical study of tactical and
strategic considerations in the preparation and trial of major civil
litigation. Employing a. significant action in the Federal Court as
an example, students. will participate; both as plaintiff and defense
counsel; in. each of the principal litigation steps from contact by
the client through initialanvestigarion and development of the
facts,. drafting of pieadingsjinterviewing and preparing witnesses,
dis�overy, motion practi��; and trial, Experienced trial lawyers
will assist by instruction il,nd demonstration. Enrollment will be
limited to 30 third-year' students, an4 students must have taken
Evidence. Aut (4), Mr. Jentes.
511.

4

th

beginning
looks

at th
flow from

bar Sub
..

.

stu�yi�gth�;conflicts
12

S12 TRlALPRACTICE (a). An .introduction to the techniques of
advocacy in civil and criminal trials. ln civil cases, pleading and
discovery and their relationship to trial will be addressed. In crim
ina} cases.vthe seminar. will consider pre-trial proceedings such
.•

organized, self-governing

sequent classes will focus on the rules (existing and pr()p()sed�
that govern the practice oflaw, including those
addre�si�g the
unauthorized practice of law;: lawyer advertising; minimum {ees,.
and
course
}ViiI conclude by
m4datory.·bar membershipvThc

lawyers faceindifferene,contextS(sucl,l.as

CURRICULUM

a�

commissioner's hearings, preliminary hearings. arraignments,

and motiens, and post-trial proceedings such
.new

trialand

as

motions for

a

sentencing hearings. Experienced trial lawyers will

'/

participate by instruction
seminar will be

simulated civil

and demonstration.

responsiblelor

cases

either the

or, insofar as

Mcn;bcrs

?E,tqe

preparati?ri,and���ial 9{

permitted by

court

rules, actual

criminal cases, or both. Students in the seminar should have. taken
Evidence; those with special interest in criminal trials should have
taken

or

be

currently enrolled

in Criminal Procedure: Enrollment

will be limited to thirty-five students. Permission of the instructor
is required. Preference will be given to third-year students. The
seminar will extend over, two ,quarters'. Win (2),
(2). Mr.
Russell and Mr. Sher.
513, TRIAL PRACTICE.' (b)/A

!wo-quartcr seminar,

in
in the following Autumn

be�inr¥t1g

Spring Quarter and concluding
Quarter. The semina! introduces and develops techniquesoftrial
advocacy, with special emphasis on representation of the poor,
During the Spring Quarter,me)11bersofthe seminar make written
and oral presentations for. critique l::>Y the seminar and experienced
trial lawyers. In civil cases, seminar topics include investigation,
pleading, motions, and discovery and their relationship to trial
and possible appeal. In criminal cases, seminar topics include pretrial hearings and motions, voir dire, trial
P?st-trial proceedings.
and the special problems incident to representation of the incarcera ted defendant. During
.Autumn Quarter students will
��e
prepare and present actual cases in court under the supervision
the

of the instructor and clinic fellows. Preference in enrollment is

second-year participants in the MandclLcgal Aid Clinic
eligible for certification under Illinois Supreme Court
Rule 711 to practice
,'\Vith the dinic during their third year. Students taking Trial Practice (b) are not eligible to enroll irr Trial
Practice (a). Aut (2), Spr (2). Mr. Heyrman, Ms. Kamp, Mr. Krieger,
given

to

who will be

Mr.

Palm,

Mr.

Schmidt, andMr. Weber.

514. SECTION 1983 CIVIL RIGHTS LITIGATION. The Seminar will
examine the use of the Civil Rights Act of 1871, the Ku Klux
Klan Act, and orhcr Reconstruction era enactments by private
litigants to seek redress for violations of their civil rights. Initially
the elements of the cause of
remedies will be analyzed.

action, defenses, immunities, and

The

seminar

will then consider liti-

gation strategies used by civil rights lawyers to increase the availability and effectiveness of civil rights remedies. Throughout the

pending before ;
Court
of Appeals will be examined to see how some of these strategies
arc
currently being applied. Students will be encouraged to select
a
topic for the written paper suggested by the. discussion of pending cases or to prepare a brief for use in an actual §1983. case in
the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic. Students should have taken or be
enrolled in courses in federal jurisdiction and constitutional Jaw.
The prerequisites can be waived by the instructor. Win (4). Mr.
seminar selected briefs and documents from

the United States

Supreme Court

cases

and the Seventh Circuit

Palm.

Appellate jurisdiction, who may
appeal, cross and separate appeals, the finality rule, interlocutory
appeals, review by extraordinary writs, the Federal Rules of Ap
pellate Procedure, problems .of judicial management in the han
dling of appeals. Aut (4). Mr. Lucas.
516. ApPELLATE ADVOCACY. This seminar will examine prob
lems and methods of effective advocacy, including such matters
as
strategy in shaping an appellate case, framing of questions
presented, effective use of the statement of facts, sequence of
argument and scope of contentions, use of authority, and elements
of persuasive style. Examples for analysis and critique will be
drawn from briefs and other papers in actual cases.' Assignments
will include written exercises. This seminar is experimental, and
515. ApPELLATE PROCEDURE.

enrollment will be limited

ro

approximately

students,

ten

Win

on

study security

as

".

9 ofthe

on

rest

of the Commercial Code and the new Bankruptcy Code.

(4).

Mr. Baird.

description

refer

to

section

Constitutional Law.

Commercial, Business, and Labor

Law

Courses
421. COMMEHCIAL LAW: COMMERCIAL PAPER AND THE SALE

GOODS. This course deals with commercial transactions aris
ing under the first seven articles of the Uniform Commercial
OF

Topics include negotiable instruments, bank collections,
along with a brief review
of sales under Article II. Win (4). Mr. Baird.
Code.

letters of credit, and documents of title,

422. COMMEHCIAL LAW: SECURED TRANSACTIONS, This

course

Aut

423. CORPORATION LAW. This course considers the nature of
the modern business corporation. It begins with an inquiry into
the nature of the firm, including problems of the scope of Iirnitations on liability, the selection of a, particular form of doing
business, and the extent of integration of operations. It then considcrs the role of
ma?�gers/ d<;Vl<:;CS by which. their authority is
defined and restricted; and their duties to shareholders (including
duties with respectto in�iqe"r, trading); the .marker.
for..'Ofl?oratc
control, including' render. 'o.ffers·,· mergers: 'squeeze-outs; going

private, proxy fights, and other devices by which some owners
can replace either fellow owners or management; the mark(:i�fot
corporate chartering, including the choice between state and federallaw and the competition among states; the social. responsibility of corporations, including corporate altruism, corporate
speech, the usc of bribes to obtain business, the amenability of
corporations to the criminal law,. and the responsibility of COfporations for the acts of preceding owners of their assets; derivative litigation and other attempts by owners to act directly for
the corporation. Aut (4). Mr. Fischel.
424. FEDERAL REGULATION-OF SE¢l,JRITIES. Financial transactions of businesses '(other than reorganizations) arc the subject of
this course. It deals with regulation under the Securities Act .of
1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of1934, and includes study
of disclosure and filing requirements, private rights of
actiog, the
procedures of the SEC, and regulation of the exchanges: The
�?urse emphasizes finance rheoryand the economics of efficient
capital markets in addition to study of the legal rules. Corporation
Law is a prerequisite: Spr (4). Mrc,'EilS(erbrook.
494, ACCOUNTING. For

Complementary

course

description

refer

to

section

on

Courses.

425, CORPORATE FINANCE. An examination of corporate financial matters, including corporate capital structure and leverage,
enterprise and securities valuation, the financial protection of security holders and creditors; dividend policy and regulations, and
fairness and shareholder protection in mergers and acquisitions.
The concept of efficient capital markets and its implications for
investment strategy also will be considered. Corporation Law is
a prerequisite. Win (4). Mr. Fischel, Mr. Carlton.
426. CORPORATE

This

READJUSTMENTS

considers the

AND REOHGANIZATIONS.

rights of shareholders
by charter amendment and
voluntary exchanges of securities, including the rights of dis
senting shareholders through appraisal evaluation proceedings.
It then deals with the problems encountercdjn adjusting debt,
especially ill. the lace of financial stress, and.in rearranging the
course

of the

adjustment

in connection with mergers and also

of shareholders in distress situations. Attention is directed
to the standards of fairness imposed. by law on modification of
shareholders' rights and rearrangement of relationships between
debtor and creditors and among creditors in these various situ
ations. The standards for reorganization in a bankruptcy pro
ceeding are contrasted with the rules of fairness applied where

rights

is voluntary or is compelled by something other
than the debtor's financial difficulties. Attention is also directed

readjustment

to the factors in our society which
equity capital. Corporation Law is

encourage the
a

use

of debt

prerequisite. Spr (4)

.

or

Mr.

Blum.
427. BUSINESS PLANNING. The aim of this

(4). Judge Posner.
501. SUPREME COURT. For seminar

by
property
intetesti,il1 p�rsonalCode:
rviuch ofth�focus
Vnif()�ni'eo?i��:cjal
the i'ntt;raction betw�en A'rticle 9 and the
of the course will be
will

,r Article

course

is

to

apply

the student's knowledge of taxation and corporation law �o the
solution of a series of transactional problems involving typical
steps in corporate formation and rearrangement. The problems
include the formation of a closely held corporation, the formation
of a publicly owned corporation, stock redemption, the sale of
a business, merger and other
types of combination transactions,
and recapitalization, division, and dissolution of corporations.

small-group discussions and lectures will be employed. Stu
assigned to represent the interests of particular par"
ties, negotiate transactions, and prepare the necessary documents.
The student must have taken Corporation Law and Federal Tax
Both

dents will be

ation II.

Spr (4).

Mr.

Hess, Mr. Krane.

496. INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATION. For
to

section

on

course

description refer

Complementary Courses.
CURRICULUM
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ANTITRUST. For seminar

J'lTERNATli;)N;\L
section

on

description

re

and International Law.

Comparative

SHOP IN ECONOMIC AND LEGAL ORGANIZATION.
description refer to section on Complementary

A

tax on

is the

the income of persons,
significant clement in

most

federal government. This first
the structure of the current
tax.

what is

to

offsets

It

be treated

are to

the problems of deter
gross income for purposes of the
arriving at the amount of

emphasizes
as

be allowed in

income upon which the tax is imposed, who will be required
include various items in income or be allowed to claim various
deductions, and when these factors are to be reflected in com
puting income. Particular attention is devoted to the treatment
of gains and losses from changes in the value of property. Five
central questions arc continuously under examination: (1) To what
extent do tax rules mean something other than they appear to
net

and administration, inc

rn rcvtrm.

UI vcnru m c.

udii1,g ad
elections; fiduciary obligations; professional
in the

interunion

bor Law I

only

the

(or

the

in unusual

tripartite relationships .involved;
of political expenditures. La-

regulation

consent

situations)

of the instructor, which .will. be
is a prerequisite. Win (4). Mr.

mean? (2) What policies underlie the mass of technical detail which
characterizes the law? (3) How much change in conduct is needed
to alter the tax consequences involved in pursuing various goals?
(4) What criteria can be found for choosing among alternative tax
policies under a progressive income tax? (5) Can one discover
any directions in which tax policies and tax law arc developing?
Aut (5). Mr. Blum.

This

uing effects of past unequal treatment,
unequal impact, reprisals, affirmative action,
verse

discrimination, reinstaterncnt.. back pay,

se

niority, job progression rules, attorneys' fees, procedural. obstacles,
and class actions. Aut (4). Ms. Becker.
For

course

description

I.....OUrt!i, J1lrIS.i11CtlOn and Procedure.

CURRICULUM

442. FEDERAL TAXATION II. This course builds upon the basic
relationships and concepts looked at in Federal Taxation I. It deals
primarily with the treatment of business profits under the income
tax. The taxation of income generated by sole proprietorships
and the

of allocating the profits of a partnership to the
for tax purposes arc explored. The major part of the
course is devoted to analyzing our dual system of taxing the
incomes both of corporations and of their shareholders. A ttention
is.particularly focused on the problems and consequences of taxing
business income to an artificial entity as compared to taxing it
directly to the owners of that entity; on the importance of tax
considerations in business decisions; and on evaluating alternative
policies for treating corporate profits under a tax system which

problems

partners

refer to

TRANSACTIONS. For

to

course

for taxing the income gen

nerships.
explored.

The issue of

dcfi

Attention is

allocate tax burdens
limited partners is analyzed. Emp
to

as

vantages and disadvantagespf ol2Gming as a partnership.
a
contrasted with
aspects of doing business
�s. partnership arc;
using a corporation which elects not to be taxed under

porate income

tax.

Win (�). Mr, Blum.

445. INTERNATIONAL
aspects (1) of investme
in the United States, and

�tyey(o

operati

rin

verscas.investmentsandbusiness
U.S.
operations
principal focus will
tax system, but some
attention will be devoted to the adjustments
that are made between tax regimes of different countries through
tax credits and tax treaties. Win (4). Mr. lsenbergh.
of Americans. The

pe.?nthe

446. STATE AND LOCAL.
finance in a federal state

of

N

an

A

s\�dy

I2ha�is.Up9r

tax resources am on

examination of federal

..

'

of government

appoflipnmel:t

Hal units and ipclutling. an
constitutional provisions, efforts

co-operation, and proposed federal legislative solu
together with a brief-canvass of problems in the adminis
tration of typical state-local tax systems. Spr (4). Mr. Lucas.
455. LAND DEVELOPMENT, for course description refer to secLaW'
'Rights ·Hesat

interstate

tions,

: �:ti��,���a�t�:�r�n���S7!h F.31mlY .• l'ropett�•

.

PLANNlI':IG. For coursedescriprionrefer.ro section
Commercial, Business, and Labor Law.

427. BUSINESS
on

in natural resources. (
classification and transfcrofproduction

in
velopmcnt, (3) the
terests, and (4) regulation of field operation-pooling, unitization,
and environmental controls. Postproduction marketing con

trois-the subject ofregulated industries-e- will
Spt (4). Mr. Heimhotz,

1.,1.?E Co
451; L00/D control

Seminars
iOLlS income

tax

problems affecting

of varnts and
al hold-

study

ove

business operations of Americantaxpayers:

terral; adjust-

ing companies, controllcdforeigry.CQfPOr
ments and reorganization involving foreign
rporations. Some
prior knowledge of corporate taxation and basic international
Mr.
taxation is essential. Spr (4).
lscnbergh.
523. PRIVATE PENSION SYSTEM. For seminar description refer
.

to

section

on

Commercial, Business, and Labor Law.

Advanced Courses i:n .ramil'y La¥",
Rights, Restitution, and Insurance

Property

Courses
examines the relation
ship between common law, statutory law.. and the federal Con
stitution, and the formation and dissolution of family units. A
major focus will be the evolving constitutionallaw of the family
a remarkable, recent, and
growing body of doctrinelimiting and
defining the state's power to regulate the intimate relationship
between adults. Major topics include state regulation of human
sexual and reproductive behavior, the definition of marriage, the
state role in regulating entry into the marriage relationship. public
law regulation of ongoing marriage and marriage-like relation
ships, the doctrine of family privacy, property incidents of mar
riage and divorce, and legal regulation of child welfare within

marriage,

at

course

divorce. and after. Spr (4). Mr. Zimring

.

study of the var
ious means of gratuitous transfer of wealth-by will, by inter vivos
transfer, and by operation of statute on intestacy. Part I: The
452. DECEDENTS ESTATES AND TRUSTS. The

course

examines

tlie public

..

..••..

t9pi?sand covenants.
as

Special attention will be given to such con
temporary problems as exclusionary zoning,. the use of land con
trois for fiscal objectives, and the general constitutionalization of

law,

this field. Aut

455, LAl'-JD

(4). Mrs Hutchinson,

attc
»EVELOPM�NT.
l?�ill1ary
for
reaJ .esta

raising <;3pitai fo�

th¢lrg�tools

will be
gone

given

to

sour, and

the

Aut

methods .forliquidati

the business and tax
(4). Mr. Epstein.

to

pI-I:>

456. COPYRIGHT, TRADEMARKS, AND PATENTS. This course
deals with federal and state laws designed to protect against unfair
competition and with the federal law of copyright, patents, and

trademarks.Tt revolves around property interests in trade names,
and trade
literary, musical; and other artistic works,
secrets, Spr (4).; Mr. Elaird.
457. RESTITUTION. The course is concerned wit the legal and
equitable remedies for redressing unju,st enrichment, and with the
principles determining the availability. of such relief in the varied
contexts in which a claim of unjust enrichment may plausibly be
asserted. The problems examined cut across, but are not limited
to, contracts and torts: they include receipt of unsolicited benefits;
gains obtained through the ·.use of ideas originated by. others;

restitution as .an alternative remedy in consensual transactions
affected by fraud, mistake, and part performance; and restitution
of gains obtained through conduct that is independently tortious.

Spr (4)

451. DOMESTIC RELATIONS. This

..

be covered.

use and development. It covers such
zoning, subdivisipn regulation; building codes, nuisance

andpriva�c

syndication.

526. ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL TAXATION. A

()L� Rhis

not

.

Mr.

[ones.

458. INSURANCE LAW. The law of the insurance enterprise: its
institutional and regulatory framework, the relationship of in
surance to the evolution of legal doctrine in torts and other areas,
the uses of insurance, its. relationship to other financial transactions
and institutions, the law of the insurance
Kimball.

contract.

Aut (4). Mr.

Seminars
jUVENILEjUSTICE. This seminar will examine the principles
and institutions of juvenile justice in the United States: Topics
will include jurisdiction ofjuvenilc courts in delinquency, child
neglect and neglected children, and minors in need of supervision
(e.g., truancy cases, runaways, ctc.) Major emphasis will be
placed on the institutions of juvenile justice: the courts, intake
facilities, probation, detention, clinical services, community scr531.

CURRICULUM
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legal representation in claim disputes; (3) the administrative and
judicial mechanisms for enforcing federal standards against the
states
to

and

which

standards against local agencies; and (4) the degree
and benefit amount depend on state doctrines
property law. Spr (4). Mr. Sunstein.

state

eligibility

offamily

or

406. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT. For
refer to section on Constitutional Law.

course

description

486. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS. For

IN-rER:NA.TIC1Nl\L

ECONOMIC LAW. For

Comparative

course

description

and International Law.

484. THE LAW OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY. For

refer

description

section

to

on

Comparative and

course

Inrernational

.

Law.

Seminars
506 •. LEGISLATIVE PROCESS, For seminar
don on Constitutional Law.

$�6.

description refer to sec-'

I

AMERICAN INDIANS. Status of Indian!
L�WCONCERNING
bands under
and
status of individual;

tribes

and,

treaty

statute;

Indians; self-government of tribes and bands; criminal law, business regulation, and taxation of activities engaged in by Indians

!

and off reservations; Indian land tenure and prob
alienation of land; and the civil rights of
Indians under the Constitution and statutes. Spr, (4). Mr. Lucas.

and others
lems

on

concerning the

Criminal Law and Criminal Procedure
Courses
471. THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM. A study of the operation
of the criminal justice system and of problems in its reform. The
primary purpose is to study the operation of the criminal justice
as a whole and to understand its relationships; a subsidiary
purpose is to train the student in the critical assessment of research
data bearing on that system and onits reform. Topics will include
the definitionand measurement of crime, aspects of the function
of the police, pretrial criminal procedures. plea negotiations, and
sentencing convicted offenders. (4). Mr. Zimriitg. {Not offered in

system

.

1982-83.}
472. CRIMINAL PROCEDURE I. The focus of this course is on the
constitutional law that governs searches, '. seizures, and confes
sions. Considered in

some

detail, and with attention

to

historical

background, are the evolution of the exclusionary rule, the de
velopment and administration of the probable cause and the war
rant requirements, and such particular topics as; stop and frisk,
administrative

standing,

searches, searches incident

consent,

and the

to

suppression

arrest, vehicle searches.

of fruits of

an

illegal

right to counsel and confessions are examined more
briefly, Special attention is given to areas where the Fourth and
Fifth amendments interact: immunity fro III seizure, wiretapping
and bugging, secret agents, and entrapment. In addition, the
student will be introduced to such matters as bail, speedy trial. I
guilty pleas and plea bargaining, line-ups, discovery, and rights
of witnesses before grand juries. This course is offered in alternate 1
years. Win (4). Mr. White,
search. The

473. CRIMINAL PROCEOURE [I. The criminal process after the
police have completed their work is the subject of this course.

the

!

i
I

resolving {actual disputes in j
criminal cases, the course considers indictment, bail, preliminary :
hearings, the right to counsel. discovery, confrontation and com
pulsory process, juries, guilty pleas, sentencing, appeals, double
jeopardy, collateral attack, and harmless error. Substantial atten
tion is paid to assessing and comparing the costs of error with
the costs of improving accuracy. Criminal Procedure I is not a
prerequisite; the courses will be offered in alternate years. (4).
(N ot offered in 1982-83.)
416. EVIDENCE. For course description refer to section on
Coutts, Jurisdiction and Procedure,
Focusing

on

procedures

used for

.

474; LEGAt PROBLEMS OF THE MENTALLY [LL. An examination
of law and' practice' concerning the mentally disabled criminal;
competence to stand trial; civil commitment of the mentally iii
and retarded; the civil rights and liberties of patients in mental
hospitals, including the right to treatment and the right to refuse
treatment; and certain legal aspects of the psychiatrist-patient rc-

lationship, including

confidentiality �ndthe' Ci�ii llabiiity.·()i

chiarrists for errors of professional.judgrnenf The cas
and �h� Mentat
Law,
Alex
Brooks. (Little, Brown 8( Company, 1974) and its latest
.

,11ealth Syst�f!11?Y

Psychiatry.

ment.

Students will be.

book (and the
Morris

course

expected to have read Part
Supplement) priortorhe first class

description

refer

to

section

on

Comparative �ihd Iht�£ri�t'

tiona! Law.

Seminars
541. POLICE Pl�ACTICES ANbtHE LAW.
amine a variety of

conttols-consti�lltional, statutory, �dminis;
trative, and judicial-of police behavior with a view to
understanding their efficacy in striking � prop
betwe()1J_
State authority and individual autonomy in cri
L'Topics
.

be discussed will. include undercover operations, .inre
use j)f lethal force by the police, and the
of police abuse of power and of Corruption. Att()ntion WUlals9.
to

operations, the
be devoted

to the role of political influence on police organization"
recruitment, and functions. Care will be taken to minimize OvCl;"
lap with the Criminal Justice System course Class presentation
and discussion of some tentative seminar papers will be required,
..

as

will the submission. of

a

final-seminar

paper

<

•

Win(4).

My.

ECONOMI(:: ,'\.NALY�ISpFLAW For course description refer
.492.
to
Courses.

531.

'

on

section

For seminar

JUVENILE JUSTICE.
ill Family

Advanced Courses

.

tion, and Insurance,

Legal History

and

descriptionrefer

section
Restitu-

to

L�vv, Property Rights,

Jurisprudence

411. THE LEGAL PROFESSION. For. course description refer ,0
on Courts, Jurisdiction and Procedure,

GREtKLA\VAND RHETORly.T

develop!p.ent�f

out a set

torical

qliest!on�

start

that

can

I t will
rudiments of Ath-

op method to
rought to this

frui

by asking abo

;$ that we can compare and

vvill

drawn

texts

Jy Athens.

re

pr�ctic�s,

Qf legal and

them,

ccn

ulture. The

larger

hope

thods of analysis,

contrast

arid culture .111Ore
making this a test case for the stud
generally., We expect that .several. other fact;]l:Y members ft?m
other departments will be able to participate, on an occasional or
regular basis., Students will ptepar� a
..• ·otshor.t papers on
sumcd. Spr (4). Mr.
specific texts. Knowledge of Greek is
Gray and Mr. White. (First year students may be admitted only
...

me

criminal
presentment and indictment; the rccasti
in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; the offi

cialization of prosecution and policing;Star Chamber andHigh
Commission; defense counsel and the .privilege against· self�in�
crimination; the adversary system, compulsory process, and the
law of evidence; criminal sanctions. Spr(4), Mr. Langbein.

CONSTITUTIONALHISTORY.·.·This

..

course.

consent

Il;srructors.)
�it7 ROMANpfthe
tAW. An examination" 'of selected tdpldg.ili �he Ro�

547.

Topics

berweericommon-law .and Roman law
current interest. The seminar
lems

topics in English law and government oVer the period
1066-1688. Emphasis will faU particularly on contin
nd
discontinuities between medieval and early modern his
p�
ics will include: English feudalism.' especiall\i?i
iori to the
resources and
of
funcand
governm
techniques
tions ofthe royal office; the King's Co
as
ncn
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Student

Organizations

and Activities

OF CHICAGO LAW REVIEW, founded in 1933 and published by the School, is written
students. Students who submit promising work in an annual writing competition,
as well as students who rank
highest in scholarship upon completion of their first year, are invited
to become members of the Review staff. In recent years, about 20 percent of the students in each
first-year class have been invited to participate on the Review. From these groups, the managing board
and associate editors are chosen. Students who are not invited at the end of the first year but who
later write comments that are accepted for publication in the Review may be asked to join the staff.
THE HINTON MOOT COURT COMPETITION, founded in 1954, and named for Judge Edward W.
Hinton (Professor of Law, 1913-36), is open to all second- and third-year students. Each year par
ticipants refine the skills gained in the first-year tutorial program in the arts of brief writing and oral
argument before mock appellate tribunals. Competitors argue individually before panels of faculty
and Chicago attorneys in the fall and winter rounds; the climax of the best final arguments comes
in the spring with the Hinton Argument between the top two teams, traditionally presided over by
a Justice of the United States
Supreme Court. Actual cases, often pending decision, are used, and the
program is conducted by third-year students who comprise the Hinton Moot Court Committee.
THE MANDEL LEGAL AID ASSOCIATION is the student organization associated with the work of the
Mandel Legal Aid Clinic. The Mandel Clinic, housed in the Law School, operates as an office of the
Legal Aid Bureau of Chicago. It is directed by Gary H. Palm, Associate Professor in the Law School.
The attorneys are Clinical Fellows in the Law School. The clinical program is described more fully
elsewhere in these Announcements.
THE LAW STUDENT ASSOCIATION is the student government organization. Its president and five
representatives from each class are elected annually by the student body. The Association organizes
social and other extracurricular activities during the academic year and, through its officers and
committees, serves as a means of communicating student opinion on academic and other matters.
The Association sponsors the weekly Wine Mess for students and faculty, a traditional feature of
social life in the School, and arranges for faculty-student lunches, speaker programs, and athletic
events. Other student activities at the Law School include BALSA, a local chapter of a national
organization concerned with the interests of black students in law schools; the Law Women's Caucus,
a
group concerned with the role of women in the legal profession; Phi Delta Phi, a national legal
fraternity; the Law School Film Society; a local chapter of the National Lawyers Guild; The Phoenix,
a student
newspaper; and the Chicago Law Foundation, a nonprofit organization which provides funds
for law school students to work on public interest legal projects; and the Federalist Society, organized
to promote discussion of political issues from a conservative perspective.
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Research and

Special Programs

The Law School

publishes five. professional journals, The University of Chicago Law Review, The
Supreme Court Review, The Journal of Law and Economics, The Journal of Legal Studies, and Crime and
Justice: An Annual Review of Research. The Law Review is a quarterly published under the management
of a board of student editors. The Supreme Court Review is an annual volume devoted to responsible
professional criticism of the current decisions of the Supreme Court. The Journal of Law and Economics
provides a forum for the publication of writings by economists and lawyers on problems that are
both economic and legal and seeks to stimulate scholarly investigation of such problems. The Journal
of Legal Studies provides a forum for basic theoretical and empirical research into the operation of
legal systems and institutions.
The School's long-standing concern with the relationships between law and economics is reflected
in the Law and Economics Program. The aim of the Law and Economics Program is to advance
understanding of the effects of laws, and hence to enlighten both economic theory and proposals for
law reform, by systematic investigation of aspects of the legal system in a framework of economic
analysis. A continuing series of studies has focused on antitrust, public regulation of economic
enterprise, and economic analysis of the common law. Recent studies examined the welfare effects
of inflation, predatory pricing, the market for corporate control, antitrust sanctions, the role of
"social" investing in the management of pension trusts, and the economics of torts law. Professor
William M. Landes is Director of the Program.
The Center for Studies in Criminal Justice, established in 1965 under a grant from the Ford Foundation.,
is concerned with enlarging knowledge of behavior defined as criminal; with studying the operation
and assisting in the development of the agencies of criminal justice and other agencies of social control; \
and with providing graduate training in the methodology and practice of research in these areas. The
.

Center maintains close working relationships with other disciplines in the behavioral sciences relevant I
to the prevention and treatment of crime, and with the operating agencies of criminal justice at the
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local, state, and federal levels. Research projects have included an evaluation of an experiment in
probation utilizing nonprofessionals and ex-offenders as probation officer assistants; an analysis of
the operation of deterrent processes in the criminal law; the current status of American jails and
prospects for alternative measures; the relationship of weapons to homicide rates and gun-control
measures; alternative ways of dealing with the competency to plead question; several aspects of the
administration of justice in juvenile and family courts; various prison studies; a field experiment
testing effects of Pre-Trial Settlement Conferences; a criminal justice textbook; and two on-going
series, Studies in Crime and Justice and Crime and Justice: An Annual Review of Research. Professor
Franklin Zimring is Director of the Center.
The School has embarked on the development of a formal Program in Legal History. It regularly
offers courses in American, English and European legal history, and it seeks both to stimulate research
in this growing field and to train prospective law teachers and historians. Professor R. H. Helmholz
currently serves as its director. Significant research projects under way cover the history of criminal
procedure, the rise of legal realism, the historical role of ecclesiastical jurisdiction, and the legal
framework of the institution of slavery. The Program sponsors special lecturers and conferences each
year, and a Workshop in Legal History meets regularly once or twice each quarter. Members of the
History Department of the University also participate in all aspects of the Program.
The Committee on Public Policy Studies is a separate academic unit within the University, authorized
to recommend students for graduate degrees in Public Policy Studies. The Committee offers a one
year specialized program for students who wish to retain a primary academic and professional affil
iation with one of the other academic or professional schools in the University, but who wish to
spend a year focusing on public policy. The Committee provides a year-long Policy Seminar which
explores, in depth and in an interdisciplinary manner, a particular problem in public policy (for
example, the federal budgetary process). In addition, the Committee offers a variety of experiences
for students with public policy interests, including research seminars, directed client-oriented projects,
and field internships. The Committee's faculty come from almost all areas of the University, including
the Law School, the Graduate School of Business, the School of Social Service Administration, the
School of Medicine, the Divinity School, and the graduate departments of Chemistry, Economics,
Education, History, Political Science, Sociology, and Statistics. Law students interested in the one
year Master's Degree program in Public Policy Studies should contact the Chairman in the offices
of the Committee, Wieboldt 301.

Placement
A Placement Office, under the supervision of the Director of Placement, is maintained by the Law
School. Its primary function is to keep students aware of career opportunities as they become available
and to help students take advantage of these opportunities. To facilitate this, the Placement Office
maintains an extensive library of material concerning potential employers in all areas of practice. In
addition to law firm employment information, the placement library contains material on judicial
clerkships, government departments and agencies, public interest and legal services, and teaching
positions. Information concerning fellowships, internships, essay competitions, and bar admissions
may also be found in the placement library.
As part of its operations, the Placement Office maintains contact with employers throughout the
year, and there is a regular flow of inquiries concerning student job opportunities. In addition,
employers are invited to come to the Law School in the fall to interview second-year students for
summer positions and third-year students for
permanent employment. Facilities and scheduling of
interviews are provided by the Law School, and about 600 employers will be interviewing at the
School this fall. They come from all over the United States, as far away as Hawaii, and afford students
a wide
range oflocation and type of employment from which to choose. During the 1981-82 academic
year the cities with the largest number of interviewers were Chicago (99), New York (68), Washington,
D.C. (66), Los Angeles (43), and San Francisco (22), with substantial representation from such cities

Boston, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Miami, Cleveland, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Phoenix, and Seattle. The
greatest percentage of interviewing employers represent law firms of all sizes, but other fields of
interest, including corporate law departments, government departments and agencies, public interest,
and legal services are also represented.
Since all the concentration of effort by the Placement Office staff in the fall "interview season" is
directed toward second- and third-year students, the Placement Office remains the exclusive domain
of these classes during this period of time.
First-year students are welcome in the Placement Office after November 9th. Job opportunities
do become available to first-year students as the school year proceeds, particularly in the Winter and
Spring Quarters. In recent years, more than two-thirds of the first-year class have obtained lawas
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positions for the summer following their first year of school.
primary method of making job opportunities known is for an employer to list an op
portunity with the Placement Office, which in turn makes it available to students in the placement
library. Interested students may then communicate directly with the employer. During the year, the
Placement Office receives hundreds of such inquiries from all types of employers, particularly if they
related

Another

find themselves unable

to

interview on-campus.

three-fourths of the graduates in recent classes entered law firms upon graduation.
Nineteen percent received appointments to judicial clerkships. (During the 1982-83 term, two Law
School graduates will be serving as clerks for justices on the United States Supreme Court.) A
significant number of graduates also have taken positions with government departments and agencies,
corporations, and public interest or legal services organizations. Our graduates go to roughly hali
of the states of the union, with approximately one-third of the class taking positions in Chicago;
New York, Washington, D.C., and Los Angeles are the next most popular, in that order.
Almost 100 percent of the second-year class obtain law-related positions during the summer after
their second year of school. Here, too, the vast majority of positions are with law firms, with the
balance being spread between legal services, public interest, corporations, and government depart'
ments and agencies.
During the school year several general conferences are sponsored by the Placement Office covering
career
opportunities and job-finding techniques. The Director of Placement also is available for
individual career counseling, and students are urged to consult with him on particular career or job,
finding problems. Faculty members are also available to students for career guidance.
The Placement Office also offers services to alumni who for various reasons may be seeking to
change positions. Information concerning graduate job opportunities is regularly made available to
interested alumni through a bulletin service.
The Placement Office is located on the ground floor of the Law School building, just below the
entrance to the Weymouth Kirkland Courtroom, and is open throughout the year.

Approximately
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Information for

Applicants

Admissions
PREPARATION FOR LAW STUDY

The Law School does not require that applicants for admission present college credits in any
specified subjects. An excellent general education is thought more important for the study of law
than specialized study in fields closely related to the law. Ideally such an education should include
some study of history and of the social sciences, while not neglecting literature,
philosophy, or other
humane fields. It should serve to develop the capacity for logical precision; demonstrated competence
in mathematics or the physical sciences is to be valued for this among other reasons. Increasingly a
mastery of some foreign language is useful in the study of law as the ability to learn about other legal
systems becomes more important to our society. But, just as there are many different roads to the
acquisition of an inquiring, disciplined, cultivated mind, so there are different ways in which a student
may acquire a valuable foundation for the study of law. Perhaps of greatest importance is that the
student should have acquired habits of precision, fluency, and economy in speaking and writing.
Prospective applicants may obtain additional information on law school preparation and related
matters by consulting the current edition of the Prelaw Handbook, published annually in February and
prepared by the Law School Admission Council and the Association of American Law Schools. This
book includes material on the law and lawyers, prelaw preparation, applying to law schools, and the
study oflaw, together with particular information on most American law schools. It may be obtained
at
college bookstores or ordered from Law School Admission Services, Box 2000, Newtown, Penn
sylvania 18940.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE

A request for application forms should be addressed to the Dean of Students, The Law School,
The University of Chicago, 1111 East 60th Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637. The completed application
form must be returned to the same office along with an application fee of $20, in the form of a check
or
money order payable to The University of Chicago. The application fee is not refundable. Since
applications are considered as soon as they are completed, candidates are advised to have all their
material submitted by December 1. Applications received after January 15 or those completed after
February 15 will normally not be considered by the Admissions Committee until late spring or early
summer.
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foreign
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Applicants must also register with the Law School Data Assembly Service (LSDAS) by completing
mailing the registration form supplied with each Law School Admission Bulletin. A transcript from
each college or university attended should then be sent not to the Law School but directly to LSDAS.
LSDAS will analyze the transcripts and send copies to this law school and to others designated by
the applicant. Please note that the only way in which the Admissions Office can obtain a copy of a
candidate's LSDAS report is for the candidate to enclose a Law School Application Matching Form,
which is found in each LSAT ILSDAS registration packet, with the application for admission. If
accepted, the applicant will be asked to submit a final transcript, showing the award of a Bachelor's
degree, directly to the Law School.
Applicants requesting financial assistance during their first year should submit a financial data
questionnaire processed by the Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS).
The GAPSFAS application may be obtained from the financial aid officers at most undergraduate
institutions or from GAPSFAS, Box 2614, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Applicants should complete
their own questionnaires and arrange to have parents and spouses or spouses-to-be complete the
appropriate questionnaires. The questionnaires should then be sent to GAPSFAS, where they will be
analyzed, duplicated, and sent to each law school designated on the registration form.
At the time of application to the Law School, applicants are asked to give the names of at least
three persons who will furnish letters of recommendation about them. Each applicant is responsible
for seeing that these letters are mailed directly to the Law School. The letters of recommendation
must normally be received before .an application is considered complete.
In recent years the development of central clearinghouse services such as LSDAS and GAPSFAS
and
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applicants to complete the variety of application requirements necessitated by
multiple applications. On individual occasions, however, these systems may break down or people
may forget to complete letters of recommendation without applicants being aware. of such delays.
Consequently, the Law School utilizes a sequence of self-addressed notice cards to advise applicants
of the completeness of their applications before they are submitted to the Admissions Committee.
The large number of Law School applications makes it necessary to forgo personal interviews as
a
required part of the admission process. Prospective students are encouraged, however, to visit the
has made it easier for

Law School, if convenient, to
the School. Applicants having

see the facilities, talk with students, and familiarize themselves with
questions about the application procedure and the admissions process

applicants wishing to present documentation in support of their applications should feel free to
correspond directly with the Dean of Students. Interviews can be arranged in those special instances
when an applicant feels that his or her case cannot adequately be described in writing. After the
Committee begins acting on applications, a number of candidates will be invited to have interviews,
generally in February and March, with representatives of the Committee either at the Law School
or

or at

other locations around the country.

ADMISSIONS PROCESS

Admission to the Law School is based upon a careful review of each application by one or more
members of the Admissions Committee. The Committee considers all evidence that may indicate
academic and professional promise. No automatic quantitative criteria are applied, although academic
achievement as reflected in the college record and the evidence of intellectual ability provided by the
Law School Admission Test are necessarily major determinants. The candidate group accepted for
the 1982 entering class had a median LSAT score in the 99th percentile on that test and a median
cumulative undergraduate grade-point average of 3.75 on a 4.00-point system.
Discerning letters of recommendation and personal statements, submitted written material, special
distinction in undergraduate work, and outstanding achievements are often crucial factors in the
admission decision. Letters of recommendation of particular value are those from former instructors
who have special knowledge of the candidate's abilities.
Once an application is complete it is given to the Admissions Committee for the first consideration.
This process begins in late November. The Committee uses a rolling admissions procedure, and
applicants will be notified of decisions at various times in the year. The Committee is reluctant to
make final decisions on a number of well-qualified candidates without the benefit of an overview of
all applications. As a result, some applicants will not be admitted or denied during their first review
These applicants will be notified that final decisions have been deferred until later in the year. In late
spring the Committee will complete its review of all deferred applications, and, after some candidates
have been admitted, a waiting list will be created to fill any openings that may result during the
summer.

In keeping with its long-standing traditions and policies, the University of Chicago in admissions,
employment, and access to programs considers students on the basis of individual merit and without
regard to race, color, religion, sex, national or ethnic origin, handicaps, or other factors irrelevant
to fruitful participation in the programs of the University. The Affirmative Action Officer is the
employee designated by the University to coordinate its adherence to this policy, and the related
Federal and State laws and regulations, including Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as

amended.
ADMISSION WITH ADVANCED STANDING

good standing at an approved American law school who has completed at least one
study may apply for admission to the Law School with advanced standing. The arnoun'
of transfer credit which may be recognized will be determined on the facts of each case. Ordinarily
students admitted with advanced standing will be required to complete at least six quarters (tw?
academic years) of residence at the Law School to qualify for the J.D. degree. In reviewing these
applications the Admissions Committee looks at the same criteria that it considers for entering first'
year students. If an applicant has applied in the past, then his or her earlier application material will
be on file, and it will not be necessary to resubmit this information. If the applicant is applying her'
for the first time, then all of the supporting material must be submitted. In either case, the most
important documents will be the record of first-year law performance and any letters of recornmerr
dation from law school professors. Applications may be made at any time during the year, but thei
will not be considered complete until the transcript of the first-year legal work has been received.>
In recent years, between eight and ten new students have enrolled with advanced standing annuallf
Students who enroll with advanced standing are invited to participate in all the activities of the
La�j
School, including Law Review, Moot Court, and the legal aid clinic. Transfer students are also eligibl'
A student in

year of law
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for selection to the Order of the Coif and may graduate with honors based upon their two years of
work at the Law School.
A graduate of a foreign law school whose studies have been primarily in the common law may
become a candidate for the J.D. degree. The amount of transfer credit which may be recognized will
be determined on the facts of each case. Ordinarily a candidate must complete a minimum of six
quarters of residence in the Law School and

a

minimum of 90

by the Admissions Committee to qualify for the degree.
required of all candidates who apply for this program.
Inquiries and requests for application forms concerning
be addressed
Financial

to

course hours in a program approved
The Law School Admission Test will be

admission with advanced

standing

should

the Dean of Students.

Information

FEES

Application fee.
to

application fee of $20 must accompany each original application for admission
N9 part of the fee is refundable, nor is it applicable as an advance payment of

An

the Law School.

other fees.

$2,850 per quarter, or $8,550 for the nine-month
withdraw for disciplinary reasons shall not be entitled

Tuition. Tuition in the Law School for 1982-83 is
academic year. * A student who is required
to any reduction of tuition or fees.

to

Health fees. All students
University policy requires
surance.

Students

must

pay a $99 annual fee for use of the University's Student Health Service.
that each student. be covered bv adequate health and hospitalization in
pay a quarterly premium of $90 for this supplemental insurance or supply

comparable protection from an individual or family health policy.
Special fees. The University charges $50 for late registration, $50 for late payment
$2 for each change in registration.
evidence of

of tuition, and

REGULATIONS AND DISCIPLINE

All students who matriculate at the University of Chicago thereby agree to abide by the University's
rules and regulations. These rules and regulations include settlement of any account due the University.
For details, refer to the Student Information Manual, which will be available at registration.
EXPENSES

During the 1982-83 academic year each student can expect to pay about $9,200 for tuition, fees,
books, and supplies. Expenses for room, board, laundry and cleaning, clothing, recreation, travel,
and incidentals will vary depending upon individual taste and circumstances. A single student may
expect to pay about $14,200, including tuition, for the academic year. Married couples should an
ticipate expenses of about $16,400, with an additional $2,250 for each dependent.
Financial Aid for J.D. Candidates

Approximately 75 percent of the students at the Law School receive some financial aid. Since
scholarship funds are insufficient to cover all needs, nearly all assistance involves a combination of
scholarship grants and loans. Decisions as to the amount of financial aid to entering students are based
primarily on considerations of need. Academic achievement is also taken into account, particularly
in determining the proportion of scholarship and loan assistance. In determining financial need, a
student's resources are apportioned over three years and, as a consequence, applicants should begin
applying for financial assistance in the first year rather than waiting until their resources have been
exhausted before applying. Since the decisions of many students to attend Chicago may depend, in
part, on their initial scholarship award, a principal goal of the financial aid program is to maintain
scholarship amounts in the second and third years at approximately the amount of the first-year
award unless there has been a substantial change in a student's financial situation.
Applicants ,requesting financial assistance during their first year should submit a financial data
questionnaire processed by the Graduate and Professional School Financial Aid Service (GAPSFAS).
The GAPSFAS application may be obtained from the financial aid officers at most undergraduate
institutions or from GAPSFAS, Box 2614, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Applicants should complete
their own questionnaires and arrange to have parents and spouses or spouses-to-be complete the
appropriate questionnaires. The questionnaires should then be sent to GAPSFAS, where they will be
analyzed, duplicated, and sent to each law school designated on the registration form.
'Fees and other

charges

are

subject

to

change

from year

to

year and

prior

to

the

beginning

of each academic year.
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SCHOLARSHIPS

A substantial program of scholarship assistance is made possible by certain endowed funds, generous
giving by alumni and other friends of the Law School, and the general funds of the University.

annual

from which scholarships are assigned is set forth elsewhere in these
fund of particular interest to entering students is described below.
The Floyd Russell Mechem Prize Scholarships. Each year the Law School offers these scholarships,
which provide a stipend of tuition plus $1,000 per year (renewable for the second and third years)
to a limited number of entering students with exceptional promise. The awards are based entirely
A list of the funds and

Announcements. A

gifts
scholarship

promise, and financial need is not a consideration. A select group of admitted applicants
to apply for these scholarships. Only candidates whose applications have been com
pleted by February 1 will be eligible.
academic

on

will be invited

LOANS
to scholarship assistance, the University administers three
separate loan programs which
described in the following sections. Loans up to the amount of tuition per year are available to
students in the Law School upon demonstration of financial need, subject to recommendation by the
Dean of Students and approval by the University Loan Counselor. The University also offers to law

In addition

are

students short-term emergency loans of up to $500. Such loans may be obtained within 48 hours
meet a
genuine emergency and must be repaid within three months.

to

1. GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM (GSL). Under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program,
law students can borrow up to $5,000 each year at 9 percent interest from banks, credit unions,
savings and loan associations, or The University of Chicago. Repayment of these loans is guaranteed
to

the lender

or

by

by

the U.S.

the interest

on

state agencies (State Guaranteed Loans), or private guarantee agencies (HEAF, USAF),
Department of Education (Federal Insured Student Loans). The government also pays

all GSLs while the borrowers

are

full-time students and for nine months thereafter.

nine-to-twelve-month grace period after leaving school before they must
begin repayments. Maximum allowable loan amounts, the length of the grace period, and the length
of the repayment period vary from state to state. A student may borrow up to $25,000 in Guaranteed
Student Loans over the course of his or her education, including loans made as an undergraduate.
Borrowers

The

allowed

University

That is
a

are

to

a

of Chicago is

a

"lender oflast resort" under the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
a
good-faith effort and have been unsuccessful in locating
grant them Guaranteed Student Loans may apply directly to the

say that students who have made

commercial lender

University for a
of Chicago GSL

willing to
Eligible students

GSL.

may borrow up

to

2. NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOANS

(NDSL). Students who demonstrate financial

guidelines may borrow through the
demonstrate enough need may borrow up to

tionally accepted

$5,000 per academic year in University

funds.

federal

need by na,)
National Direct Student Loan Program.
the amount of tuition in a combination

Students who
of National Direct and Guaranteed Student Loans. No interest is charged on an NDSL until
nine1
months after the borrower's last registration as a full-time student. At the end of this grace period,
interest of 4 percent per year begins to accrue and the borrower must begin repayment. Repaymenf
can

be deferred for further

NDSLs

must

A student

of his

or

her

be

can

schooling

or

service in the Peace

Corps, VISTA,

or

the Armed

Forces.,

within 10 years, excluding periods of authorized deferment.
borrow a total of $10,000 in National Direct Student Loan funds over the

repaid

undergraduate

and

graduate schooling.

This maximum is unaffected

by

any

course:
repaymenf

that may have been made.
3. UNIVERSITY RESTRICTED LOAN FUNDS. Over the years a number of donors have given funds'
to the University to establish student loan funds. These loans are made to students who have particular
circumstances which may make them ineligible for the federal loans or who have
are not
necessary to receive initial consideration for these loans.

special qualifications,
'

Applications

For further information
East 58th Street

on

these

guaranteed

loan programs,

contact

the Loan Counselor

at

970:

(962-8729).

Housing
The
are

a
variety of housing units for single and married graduate students. Alii
distance of the campus or near the route of the Campus Bus, an inexpensive:
by the University. In addition, Hyde Park has a number of rental apartment'

University provides

within

walking

shuttle service

run

to eight rooms in size, both in walkup and elevator buildings. Some students
choose to live in nearby South Shore, also served by the Campus Bus, where rents are lower. Mos'
law students prefer to live in University housing during their first year; information about available

ranging from

one

accommodations is

30

set out

below.
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SINGLE··STUDENT HOUSING

A majority of the first-year single men and women live in Linn House and Mathews House, the
Law School residences, located in the Burton-Judson Courts and connected with the Law School
buildings. The residences include dining hall and lounge rooms, television, recreation, and laundry
facilities, as well as living quarters for law students. The rooms are furnished for either single or
double occupancy. The lounges in the Burton-Judson Courts also provide a meeting place for law
students and a center for extracurricular activities of the School.
Unless special arrangements are made, the assignment of rooms is for a period of three academic
quarters. Room contracts include board, and the room and board rate for 1982-83 is between $3,945
and $4,075, depending upon room size, for the academic year, payable in an initial deposit and three
quarterly installments.
There are five other houses for single graduate students provided by the University. For the most
part these buildings are coeducational and well mixed in regard to the number of departments and
professional schools represented. Campus buses run frequently during the day and evening between
these buildings and the Law School.
All inquiries concerning University housing for single students should be addressed to the Office
of Student Housing, The University of Chicago, 5801 Ellis Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60637 (9627366). Students are advised to apply early in order to obtain the desired accommodations.
More than five hundred graduate men and women live in International House, an international
student center on campus which houses both American and foreign students-about half and half
from the University and other colleges and universities in the Chicago area.
International House offers a varied program of cultural and social activities planned to give op
portunities for the students to acquire knowledge of each other's customs and culture. Informal
discussion groups interpret the historical, political, and sociological aspects of various countries.
Social events include dances, concerts, receptions, and programs presenting activities of a national
character. Opportunities are provided for foreign and American students to work together in many
types of student enterprise. Facilities include a large dining room with year-round cafeteria service,
tennis courts, lounges and television rooms, and an assembly hall.
Quarterly rates for rooms and meals in International House are $757 per person for rooms with
twin beds, $829-$881 for single rooms, and $1,199 for a limited number of suites with baths. Short
periods of residence (minimum three weeks) are arranged for at favorable weekly rates, which vary
according to length of stay and type of room. The daily rate is $15 per person. All rooms are furnished,
including blankets and bed linen.
All inquiries should be addressed to the Office of Admissions, International House, 1414 East 59th
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60637 ([312] 753-2270).
MARRIED-STUDENT HOUSING

The University has over one thousand apartments in thirty buildings for the housing of married
students. There are furnished apartments ranging in size from one and one-half to three and one-half
rooms; the unfurnished units range from two to six and one-half rooms. The rates for furnished

from $271 to $398 monthly; those for unfurnished are from $252 to $523 monthly.
rented on a twelve-month basis, but special arrangements can be made to terminate
the lease as of the first day of an academic quarter. Utilities other than telephone are included in the
rental rate for furnished apartments but not in that for unfurnished units. The furnished apartments

apartments

Apartments

are

are

do not include bedding, linens, dishes, silver, or kitchen utensils. Both furnished and unfurnished
apartments are provided with a stove and a refrigerator, and all apartments have a private bath.
The University will assist each married applicant to find housing, but it cannot guarantee Uni
versity-owned housing to incoming married students. Applications should be made well before the

application forms can be
University of Chicago, 824 East

time when the accommodations will be needed. Further information and

obtained by
58th Street,

writing to the Office of Married Student Housing,
Chicago, Illinois 60637 ([312] 753-22,18).

The

MEAL SERVICE

may be made by law students not living in Linn and Mathews Houses to purchase
meal cards for breakfast, lunch, or dinner, or any combination, in the Burton-Judson dining
halls. Meals are also available in Woodward Commons, Pierce Commons, Billings Hospital, Inter
national House, and the Center for Continuing Education.

Arrangements

special

HOUSING STAFF POSITIONS

The

University

House

System, consisting

of twenty-one

College

Houses and

eight

Houses for
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graduate students, provides opportunities
Head

for law students

to serve

in the staff

positions

of Resident

Assistant Resident Head. Members of the staff are expected to give informal guidance and
encouragement to the students as individuals and in groups in their social and cultural activities
supplementary to the academic program. The Resident Head receives a furnished suite, board, weekly
or

maid service,

telephone privileges, and,
a
single room. In the first

in the

large houses,

a

cash

stipend.

All Assistant Resident

year each Assistant also receives the equivalent of one-half
of a board contract; in the second year of service he or she receives a full board contract. Generally,
successful applicants will be students who have been in residence for at least one year. Applications

Heads.receive

and information may be obtained from the Office of Student

Housing,

Room 201, Administration

Building.
Student Health Services
The Student Health Service has two functions. The first is to provide easy access to medical and
care so that
any physical and emotional problems will interfere as little as possible with

psychiatric

involvement in the educational, cultural, and athletic activities of the University. The second is to
keep the student community a generally healthy and safe place in which to live and study.
Medical care for University students is provided in the University Health Services located in the

University Hospitals. All University students pay an annual fee of $99 for basic medical care. All
registered students are required to have some form of group hospital-medical-surgical insurance to
supplement the ambulatory care available in the Student Health Service. The Student Blue Cross/
Blue Shield policy is recommended as the most effective and economical policy to fulfil this require
ment. Students with other group health insurance providing equivalent or greater coverage may
waive participation in the University's policy, but they must submit complete policy and subscriber
information. Registration is not complete until the student subscribes to the University's Blue Cross/
Blue Shield policy or files a properly completed waiver. Students with alternative coverage are urged
to study carefully the schedule of benefits offered by the University's Student Blue Cross/Blue Shield
Plan described in the brochure available at the Student Health Service and in the offices of the Deans
of Students. This brochure is regularly sent to all entering students.

Foreign

students do

not

have the waiver

option

and

must

subscribe

to

the

University's

Student

Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan.
EMERGENCY SERVICES

The

Billings Emergency

Room

provides twenty-four-hour

emergency service.

Complete medical

services, including psychiatric assistance, are available. The Emergency Room is not part of the
Student Health Service, but may be used by students for emergencies when that clinic is closed. Ifl
follow-up care is indicated, it is done in the Student Health Service.
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View from the main Quadrangles of the Joseph Regenstein Library
library on campus.

which is the

major

Appendices
Special

Funds

PROFESSORSHIPS AND TEACHING FUNDS

The Russell Baker Scholars Fund for the support of faculty research was established in 1981 by the
partners of Baker & McKenzie in this country and abroad in honor of the late Russell Baker. Mr.
Baker, an alumnus of the Law School Class of 1925, was the founder of Baker & McKenzie.
The Harry A. Bigelow Professorship in Law was established in
Bigelow, who was Dean of the Law School from 1929 to 1939

1967 in honor of the late

and

Law School from 1904 until his death in 1950. Past holders of the
have been Grant Gilmore and Harry Kalven, Jr.

The Lee and Brena Freeman

Professorship

in Law

was

a

Harry

established in 1977

Harry A.
faculty of the
Bigelow Professorship

member of the

by

A.

Lee

Freeman, Sr., through

combination with matching funds from the Ford Foundation to support a person whose scholarly
and teaching interests include the study of comparative domestic, foreign, and international mech
anisms of achieving and preserving competitive business conduct and the interaction of United States

and

tax, and other legal regulation of international corporations to that end.
Marjorie Fried Faculty Research Fund was established in 1980 by Mr. and Mrs. Fried
providing support for faculty. Mr. Fried is an alumnus of the Law School Class of 1932.

foreign antitrust,

The Herbert and
assist in

to

The William B. Graham Professorship was established in 1980. It was made possible
generosity of William B. Graham, a member of the Class of 1936 and a Trustee of the

through the
University.

The Harold]. and Marion F. Green Professorship in International Legal Studies was established in 1973.
The professorship was made possible through the generosity ofHaroldJ. Green and a matching grant
from the Ford Foundation. Mr. Green is an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1928.
The James Parker Hall

Professorship

in Law

was

established in 1930

by

the alumni of the School in

memory of James Parker Hall, Dean of the School from 1904 until his death in 1928. Past holders
of the James Parker Hall Professorship have been Edward Wilcox Hinton, George Gleason Bogert,

Wilber Griffith Katz, Sheldon Tefft, and Bernard D. Meltzer.

Harry Kalven, Jr. Professorship in Law was established in 1976 in honor of the late Harry Kalven,
member of the Class of 1938, who was on the faculty of the Law School from 1946 until his
death in 1974. The Kalven Chair was made possible through the generosity of the Robert R.
The

Jr.,

a

McCormick Charitable Trust established under the will of Col. Robert R. McCormick, editor and
to 1955. The professorship provides in perpetuity for

publisher of the Chicago Tribune from 1926
scholarship in First Amendment studies.
The Julius

Kreeger Professorship

in Law and

Criminology

of Mrs. Arthur Wolf, in memory of her late
in the Class of 1920.

was

established in 1965

husband, Julius Kreeger,

a

through the generosity
graduate of the Law School

The Karl N. Llewellyn Professorship in Jurisprudence was established in 1973 by former students,
colleagues, family, and other friends of Professor Llewellyn, a member of the Law School faculty
from 1951 until his death in 1962. The past holder of the Karl N. Llewellyn Professorship has been
Edward H. Levi.
The Carl S.
of 1920,
The
a

to

Lloyd Faculty Fund was established
providing faculty support.

in 1973

by

Carl S.

Lloyd,

a

member of the Class

assist in

Seymour Logan Professorship in Law was established by Mrs. Seymour Logan
to Seymour Logan, a member of the Class of 1944.

and children

as

memorial

Charles]. Merriam Faculty Fund was established in 1979 by Mr. and Mrs. Charles J. Merriam,
distinguished faculty, visiting faculty from other schools, or individuals from public or
private practice. Mr. Merriam was an alumnus of the Law School Class of 1925.
The

to

support

The

Clifton R. Musser Professorship in Economics was established in 1970 by members of Mr. Musser's
to provide a permanent professorship in economics in the Law School. The past holder of
Clifton R. Musser Professorship has been Ronald H. Coase.

family,
the

The Leonard G. Nierman Faculty Fund in the Law School was established by his mother, Pauline;
his wife, Bernys; and sons, Paul andJames, through the Eli A. Nierman Foundation. Leonard Nierman
was a member of the Class of 1936. The Fund is to be used for research and action in the reform and
improvement of the U.S. Patent System and related fields.
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Professorship in American and Foreign Law was established in 1935 in memory of Max
Chicago Bar, with funds allocated by the Trustees under the will of Mr. Pam.
of the Max Pam Professorship have been Max Rheinstein and Gerhard Casper.

The Max Pam

Pam,

a

member of the

Past holders

The Robert B.

Roesing Faculty Fund was established in
to assist in providing faculty support.

1977

by

Robert B.

Roesing,

member of

a

the Class of 1936,

The Bernard G. Sang Faculty Fund
Class of 1935, to assist in providing

The Arnold I. Shure

possible by

Proftssorship

was

established in 1973

faculty

in Urban Law

grant from the Ford Foundation.

a

was

Sang,

established in 1971. The

Matching gifts

alumni of the Law School in honor of Mr. Shure,
The past holder of the Arnold I. Shure

Bernard G.

by

a

member of the

support.

an

were

professorship was made
by many friends and

contributed

alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1929.
has been Allison Dunham.

Professorship

The Leo Spitz Professorship in International Law was established in 1975 with a bequest provided
the will of Leo Spitz, J.D., 1910, in memory of his parents, Caroline and Henry Spitz.
The Jerome S. Weiss

Faculty

Research Fund

was

established in 1980

through

the

generosity

by

of Mrs.

Gertrude Weiss Goodwin in memory of her late husband, Jerome S. Weiss, a graduate of the Law
School Class of 1930. Mr. Weiss's partners in the Chicago law firm of Sonnenschein, Carlin, Nath
& Rosenthal, as well as friends of Mr. Weiss, have made substantial contributions to the fund.
in Law was established in 1929 with funds contributed for the John
by John P. Wilson, Jr., and Anna Wilson Dickinson as a memorial
to their father, a member of the Chicago Bar. Past holders of the John P. Wilson Professorship have
been Ernst Freund, Harry Augustus Bigelow, Wilber Griffith Katz, Roscoe T. Steffen, and Kenneth
Culp Davis.

The John P Wilson

Professorship

P. Wilson Memorial Foundation

The Wilson-Dickinson Professorship in Law was established in 1974 by the Trustees of the University
with funds from the John P. Wilson Memorial Fund, to honor the memory of the donors of the John
P. Wilson Memorial

Fund, John

P.

Wilson, Jr. and

Anna Wilson Dickinson.

The

Harry N. Wyatt Proftssorship in Law was established in 1977 by
of her husband, Harry N. Wyatt, a member of the Class of 1921.

Ruth

Wyatt

Rosenson in honor

SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

The Russell Baker

Scholarship

Fund

was

established in 1981

by

in this country and abroad in honor of the late Russell Baker,
of 1925 and founder of Baker & McKenzie, for the support of

The James B. Blake

Scholarship Fund,

established in 1951

as

a

the partners of Baker & McKenzie
graduate of the Law School ClasS

foreign

a

and

memorial

upperclass
to

B.

James

students.

Blake, J.D.,

1907, by his friends.
The John William and Eva R. Chapman Scholarship was established in 1978
and Mrs. Chapman. Mr. Chapman was an alumnus of the Class of1917.
The Chicago Bar Foundation Scholarship, made possible
for this purpose by the Chicago Bar Foundation.
The Class

of 1915 Scholarship,

endowed

by

by annual

by

contributions

the Class of 1915 and awarded

the

to

bequest

of Mr.

the Law

School

annually

to a

second

year student in the Law School.

The Class

established in 1968 and endowed in 1982

of 1932 Scholarship Fund,
to provide scholarships

Class of 1932
The Class

scholarships
The Class
a

full tuition

of 1933 Scholarship Fund,

by

members of tbC

in the Law School.

members of the class of 1933

to

provide

established in 1968 by members of the Class of 1935
student in the Law School.

to

provide

established in 1968

by

in the Law School.

of 1935 Scholarship Fund,
scholarship annually to

a

The Class of 1941 Scholarship Fund was
provide scholarships in the Law School.

established in 1981

by

members of the Class of 1941 to

The Class of 1951 Scholarship Fund was
provide scholarships in the Law School.

established in 1981

by

members of the Class of 1951 to

The Class of 19521Malcolm Sharp Scholarship Fund was established in 1982 by members of the ClasS
of 1952 to provide scholarships in the Law School in honor of Law School Professor Malcolm P,

Sharp (1933-65).
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The Irwin N. Cohen

Scholarship,

contributed in 1968

friends of the late Judge Irwin N. Cohen,

by

LL.B., 1930.
The Andrew D. and Eleanor C. Collins

Scholarship Fund,

established in 1969

by bequest

under the

will of Eleanor C. Collins.
The Decalogue Society of Lawyers Scholarship,
Lawyers in memory of Benjamin Weintroub.
The Farmers Insurance
The Robert S.

who

was a

The

Fiffir
of the

W Friede 1931

university in the
preceding the award

state

provide scholarships

established in 1975

Scholarship,

by

the

family

and friends of Mr. Fiffer,

is awarded

Oregon or
scholarship.

Scholarship

to

by a gift and bequest of the late George W.
qualified students who are graduates of a college

who have been domiciled in that

was

established in 1981

state

for the three years

the partners of Friedman & Koven

by

in the Law School.

The Albert Gore Scholarship Fund, established in 1973 in memory of Albert Gore,
his family and friends.
The Anna Weiss

of

established

Scholarship,

of

of the

The Friedman & Koven
to

Decalogue Society

Class of 1947.

Friede, J. D., 1931. The scholarship
or

The

by

Group Scholarship.

Memorial

member

George

established in 1975

Graff Honor Scholarship,

established in 1961

by

the

Julian

J. D., 1948, by

D. Weiss and

Shirley

W.

Weiss Foundation.
The George and Mary Gregory Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in 1969 by Chris D. Gregory,
who was a member of the Class of 1929, in honor of his parents, to provide scholarships in the Law
School.

by

The Stuart Cardell Hyer Scholarship, established in 1972 as a memorial
his parents, Ebba Cardell Hyer and Stanton E. Hyer, J.D., 1925.

The Jewish Students Scholarship, supported by
worthy student in need of such assistance.

The Francis S. Kosmerl

Fellowships,

The

Jewish

established in 1948

by

Students

a

Stuart C.

to

Hyer, J.D., 1955,

Scholarship Fund, Inc.,

bequest

for

a

under the will of Francis S.

Kosmerl, J.D., 1918.
The Law School Alumni

Scholarships, provided

out

of funds contributed

by alumni.

Noyes Foundation Scholarships, available to all students of the University who
descendants of veterans of World War I. Special applications are available from the Law School.
The La Verne

The

are

Scholarship Fund was established in 1979 by the firm of Lord, Bissell & Brook
founding partner, John S. Lord. It will be awarded annually to a student on the basis of
outstanding scholastic accomplishment and regardless of need.
to

John

S. Lord

honor its

The Hilda Loth Memorial Scholarship Fund, established in 1968
his wife, Hilda Loth, to provide an annual law scholarship.
The Edith Lowenstein

Scholarship

was

established in 1982

by

Alan

by bequest

Loth, 1914,

in memory of

under the will of Edith Low

enstein.

The Lidia and Samuele Martini Memorial Scholarship, established in 1975
of Chester Martini in memory of his parents.
The

James' Nelson Raymond Scholarship,

Raymond

in memory of her

established in 1930 from

a

by

fund

bequest

under the will

given by

Anna Louise

a

husband, James Nelson Raymond.

The Joan and Homer Rosenberg Scholarship for the Handicapped, established in 1974 in memory of
Jerome J. Nathan and George J. Blosten. Mrs. Rosenberg received her A.B. from the College in
1938. Mr. Rosenberg received his A.B. from the College in 1936 and his J.D. in 1938.
The Stepan Chemical Company Scholarship, established in 1972 by the Stepan Chemical Company,
be awarded on the basis of academic achievement and financial need to a third-year student, a
person likely to make a constructive contribution to society either as a practicing lawyer or in other
leadership capacities within the profession. Paul H. Stepan is a member of the class of 1970.
is

a

to

The Leo R. Wormser Scholarships, established in 1935 by friends of Leo F. Wormser, J.D., 1909, as
memorial to him. In 1940 a gift to this fund was made by Mrs. Leo F. Wormser in memory of Mr.
SPECIAL FUNDS
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Wormser's mother, Mrs. Frida Wormser; from time to time additional gifts have also been made by
the family and friends of Mr. Wormser. In 1956 the scholarship fund was augmented by a bequest
from the estate of Mrs. Leo F. Wormser.
FELLOWSHIP FUNDS

The Illinois Bar Foundation Research

assisting

a

Fellowship was
faculty in a

member of the Law School

established in 1980
research

to

support

a

third-year student

project.

Fellowship, established in 1976 by The Victor H. Kramer Foundation
training of employees of the Federal Trade Commission and
the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice. The Kramer Fellowship Program will be offered
in alternate years with the Institution for Social and Policy Studies at Yale University.
The Victor H. Kramer Foundation

of

for mid-career

Washington, D.C.,

The James Nelson

Raymond Fellowship,

created in 1933 and 1934

Anna Louise

by

Raymond.

The Daniel C. Smith Fellowship was 'established in 1980 to support a student during the summer
for research in support oflegal services to indigent clients in the University community. The fellowship
honors Daniel C. Smith, a graduate of the class of 1940, and was made possible through gifts from
the FMC Corporation, the Amoco Foundation, and the law firm of Kirkland and Ellis.
The Thyssen Fellowships were created in 1979 under a grant from the Fritz Thyssen Stiftung of
Cologne, Germany, to assist scholarly and student exchanges between the Law School and German
universities.
LOAN FUNDS

The Harry A.
of the late Dean

established in 1929

Bigelow Loan Fund,
Bigelow.

The Bernhardt Frank Loan Fund, established in 1952

brother-in-law,

an

The

Silver, J. D., 1928, in honor of his

Louis H.

by

outstanding appellate lawyer.

The Ernst Freund Loan Fund, established in 1922
death augmented by other contributions.
A.

the Law School Class of 1929 in honor

by

Raphael and Rose

Golde, J.D., 1915,

by

the late Professor Ernst Freund and since his

Golde Loan Fund, established in 1955

by provision

of the will of the late Joseph

in memory of his parents.

The James Parker Hall Loan Fund, established
late Dean Hall.

the alumni of the Law School in memory of the

by

The Ronald G. Hillebrand Memorial Loan Fund, established in 1962 by the Class of 1962 and other
friends of Ronald G. Hillebrand in his memory; it is available to third-year, married students of the
Law School.

1

,

The Harold S.

Lansing

Loan

Fund, established

Law School in the Class of 1928,

through

the

in 1972 in memory of Mr. Lansing, a graduate of the
of his friend and classmate, Harold J. Green.

generosity

l

The Law School Student Loan Fund.
i

The Glen A.
Mr.

Lloyd,

Lloyd Student Aid Fund,

established in 1975

by

former Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the

friends of Glen A.

University,

was

Lloyd in his memory.
a graduate of the Class

of 1923.

'

1
'

The Louis M.
a

Mantynband

Loan

Fund, established by his partners

in memory of Mr.

Mantynband,

member of the Class of 1920.

.

.

The

Floyd

R. Mechem Loan Fund for law

.

students, established

In

1921

by

the late Professor

Floy

d1
,

R. Mechem.

The Esther Jaffe Mohr Memorial Loan and

Mohr, J.D., 1920,

a

Scholarship Fund, established in 1966 in
distinguished Chicago lawyer, by Judith Mohr Joyce, Elaine

J.D., 1954, and David
The

Harvey

L.

Mohr, J.D., 1959. Preference

Puchowitz Loan

Fund,

established in 1955

is

by

to

be

given

friends of

memory of Mrs.

Goodman Mohr,

to women.

Harvey Puchowitz, J. D., 1954,

in his memory.

The Anna Louise

School, preference
The

Julian
38

Julius
W.

Raymond Loan Fund, established
be given to women.

in 1932 for the benefit of students in the Law
.

to

Rosenthal

Fund, established

Mack, formerly

SPECIAL FUNDS

a

professor

in 1903, in memory of Julius

in the School.

Rosenthal, by the late Judge

I

The Frederick and Edith

1932, and

Schaffer

Sass Loan

Fund, established by Frederick Sass, Jr., Ph.B., 1930, J.D.,

Louis Sass, S. B., 1932, in memory of their parents.

The Earl K. Schiek Loan

Fund, established through

the

of the late Mr.

generosity

Schiek,

a

member

of the Law School Class of 1920.

Channing L. Sentz Loan Fund for worthy and deserving students was established
bequest under the will of Channing L. Sentz, a graduate of the Law School in the Class

The Alta N. and
in 1971

by

a

of 1908.

The Ben and May Shapiro Loan Fund, established by Robert B. Shapiro, J.D., 1935, in memory of
his parents, is available to students, preferably in the Law School, who are dependent in whole or
in part upon their own efforts to secure an education.
The Florence and Irving Stenn Loan
and Florence Stenn.

Fund, established

in 1970

by Irving

N.

Stenn, Sr., J. D., 1927,

RESEARCH AND OTHER FUNDS

The Arnold and Samuel Chutkow Memorial Fund was established in 1958 as a memorial to Arnold
Chutkow, J.D., 1951, through a gift from Samuel Chutkow, J.D., 1920, and the friends and
classmates of Arnold Chutkow, to support the student moot-court competition. In 1981 it was also

M.

designated

as a

The Clinical

memorial

to

Samuel Chutkow.

Education Fund, formerly the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic Fund, was established
support the activities of the clinical program at the Law School as represented
Aid Clinic.

Legal

alumni in 1973 to
the Mandel Legal
The Class
of 1930

to

of 1930 Fund was established in 1980 and endowed
provide unrestricted funds for the Law School.

The William Cross key
William

Legal History,

by

the members of the Class

established in 1968 in memory of Professor

Crosskey.

The John

The

in

Lectureship

in 1982

by
by

Dewey Lectureship

George

E.

in Jurisprudence

was

established in 1981

Fee, Jr., Memorial Fund, established

by

the John

in 1976 in memory of

Dewey

George

Foundation.

E. Fee,

Jr., J.D.,

1963, who served as Director of Placement and later Dean of Students in the Law School from 1965
to 1969, will be used to support activities or grants that will aid students or the quality of student
life.
The Edith R. Feldman Memorial
wife. Mr. Feldman is

Fund, established in 1974
member of the Class of 1928.

a

by

David H. Feldman in memory of his

The Raymond and Nancy Goodman Feldman Fund was established in 1975 to support scholarship in
the Law School. Nancy Goodman Feldman received her A.B. in 1944 and her J.D. in 1946. Raymond
Feldman received his

J.D.

in 1945.

The Maurice and Muriel Fulton Fund in Law and Economics

research in Law and Economics with

Theory.
The

emphasis,

Mr. Fulton received his A.B. in 1940 and

Dwight

P.

Green, Sr., Fund for Studies

was

whenever

established in 1975 for support of
and Location

possible, on Law, Economics,
his J.D. in 1942.

in Criminal Justice

was

established in 1973

by Dwight

P.

Green for support of the Law School's continuing research and teaching program in crime control
and criminal justice. Mr. Green was an alumnus of the Law School in the Class of 1912.

The Harry Kalven, Jr. Memorial Fund, established in 1974 by the family, friends, and former students
of Harry Kalven, Jr., J.D., 1938. Mr. Kalven, who had been a member of the faculty since 1946, was
the Harry A. Bigelow Professor of Law at the time of his death.
,

The Wilber G. Katz

Lectureship,

School from 1940 to 1950, to fund
of the faculty of this law school.
Law and Economics Associates

tinuing

research and

are

established in 1976 in honor of Wilber G. Katz, Dean of the Law
an annual
lectureship on a legal topic of significance by a member

corporations

Electric Foundation,
ment, Inc., Marathon Oil Foundation,
Charitable Trusts.
The
ment,

Lilly

and foundations

supporting

the Law School's

con

program in law and economics. Current members include the General
General Motors Foundation, Interlake Foundation, Liberty Fund, Lilly Endow

teaching

Fund for Law and Economics

John
was

M. Olin

established

Foundation, Pfizer, Inc., and Scaife Family

through

a

1981 grant from the

Lilly

Endow

Inc., for the suport of the Law and Economics Program.
SPECIAL FUNDS
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The Leonard M. Rieser Memorial Fund
M.

Rieser,

memorial

to

by the family and friends of Leonard
former Lecturer in Law at the Law School, as a
consistent with his wide and varied interests in law. Currently
was

distinguished Chicago lawyer

a

him

to

be used in

the fund supports the

a manner

Workshop

in

established in '1959
and

a

Legal History

in the Law School.

The Sawyier Fund for Studies in Jurisprudence, established in 1975 by Fay Horton Sawyier to support
research in jurisprudential studies. Mrs. Sawyier received her A.B. in 1944 and her Ph.D. in 1964.
The Ulysses S. and Marguerite S. Schwartz Memorial Fund, established in 1974 by the friends and
family of Ulysses and Marguerite Schwartz. The funds are used to support visits to the Law School
of distinguished lawyers, whose experience may be either in the academic field or in practice or public
service.

The Morton C.

C.

Seeley

Seeley

Fund

in memory of her

was

established in 1971

a

Morton C.

a

husband,

by
Seeley,

bequest under the will of Mrs. Morton
graduate of the Law School in the Class

of1910.
The Frieda and Arnold Shure Research Fund
studies of immediate

J.D., 1929, for legal

The David M. Sloan Memorial Fund

was

established in 1945

importance

was

for the

Frieda and Arnold Shure,

by

welfare.

public

established in 1973 in memory of David M. Sloan,

J. D.,

1951, by his family and friends.
The James L. Zacharias Fund for the Mentally Handicapped was established in 1982 by family and
friends in honor of James L. Zacharias (Class of 1935) on the occasion of his 70th birthday. The fund
provides support for the work of the Mandel Legal Aid Clinic in the area of Mental Health Advocacy.
LIBRARY FUNDS

The Charles W Boand

Fund

Library

was

established in 1967-68

Mr.

by

Boand,

a

member of the

Class of 1933.

George Gleason Bogert Memorial Law Library Fund was established in 1979 in memory of
Bogert, the James Parker Hall Professor from 1936 to 1950, and a member of the faculty

The

Professor

from 1925 until his death in 1977.
The Clarence Brooks Memorial Book
Clarence Brooks,
The William

a

member of the

Beveridge

Cassels Memorial

memory of William Beveridge
classmates of Mr. Cassels.

The Isaiah S.

Dorjman

Fund, established

library

the friends and

by

colleagues of

1975.

established in 1977

by

an

anonymous

gift

iil

I

The Allan T. Dunham Memorial
a

Library Fund,

to

Cassels, J. D., 1935. This fund has been supported by relatives and

Prize and

in memory of their son, for

in 1976

staff from 1964

Library

Fund.

(See description

Fund, established

general reading

in 1964

by

under "Honors and Prizes"

Professor and Mrs. Allison

below.)

Dunharill

collection.
I

The

Essington and McKibbin Memorial Fund, established in memory
and public servants, Thurlow G. Essington, J.D., 1908, and George
Mrs. Essington and Mrs. McKibbin.

of
B.

distinguished Iawyer'
McKibbin, J.D., 1913, bY

two

i

The Barbara Brown Fink Memorial Law Library Book Fund was established in 1982
a
graduate of the Law School in 1930.

by bequest

undei
I

the will of Eli E. Fink,

The

Jerome

N. Frank Memorial

Library Fund,

established in 1961

by

the friends of Judge

JerO!11�

Frank, J.D., 1913.
The Muriel and Maurice Fulton Book Fund in Law and Economics
Mrs. Fulton. Mr. Fulton is

a

was

established in 1978

Library Fund was established in 1978 by
acquire non-legal periodicals which will be placed

The Muriel and Maurice Fulton Law

The funds

are to

be used

Room. Mr. Fulton is

Jacob

a

to

by

Mr.

aI1�

member of the Class of 1942.
Mr. and Mrs. Fulton:

in the Fulton Readinf

member of the Class of 1942.

I. Grossman Memorial

Library Fund,

established in 1975

by

a

bequest

under the will of

JacOr

I. Grossman.

The William B. Hale Fund, established in 1944 by the
materials for research and study in the field of monopoly.

The Walter

40

HarnischJeger Library

SPECIAL FUNDS

family

Fund in International Business Law

of Mr. Hale for the collection 01

was

established in 1979 in memor)

of Walter

Harnischfeger by

the

Harnischfeger

Foundation for the

acquisition

of

library

materials

on

international business law.
The Wallace Heckman Memorial Fund

husband, business

manager of the

was

established in 1929 by Mrs. Heckman in memory of her
from 1903 to 1924.

University

The David Horwich Memorial Law Library Fund, established in 1965 in memory of David Horwich
for furthering the study of Ethics and Law.

The Elaine and Samuel Kersten,

Law

Jr.,

Library

Fund

was

established in 1978

the

through

gift

of

Mr. and Mrs. Kersten.

The Archibald H. and Estelle P. Kurland Memorial Book Fund was established in 1971 in memory of
Archibald H. Kurland and Estelle P. Kurland by their family and friends for the collection of research
and study materials in-the area of constitutional law.
The McDermott, Will &

Emery

Law

Library

The Julian Mishel Law Library Fund
purchase of Illinois Reports.

was

Fund

was

established in 1978

established in 1976

by

partner of the firm.

a

by Julian Mishel, J. D., 1936, for the

The Ernst Wilfred Puttkammer Law Library Fund in Criminal Law was established in memory of Mr.
Puttkammer by Mrs. Puttkammer in 1979. Mr. Puttkammer was an alumnus of the Law School
Class of 1917 and a professor at the Law School from 1920 until 1956.
The James Nelson
to

her

Raymond Memorial Fund, established
husband, James Nelson Raymond.

in 1929

by

Anna L.

Raymond

as a

memorial

The Max Rheinstein Comparative Law Fund, established in 1974 by alumni and friends of the Law
School in honor of the late Max Rheinstein, Max Pam Professor Emeritus of Comparative Law. The
funds are used for adding to the Foreign Law Collection in the Library.
The Maurice A. Riskind Law Library Fund was established in 1982 by a gift from the Walden W.
Shaw Foundation to purchase books for the Law Library in memory of Mr. Riskind, a graduate of
the Law School Class of 1924.
The Maurice A. and Rose Rosenthal

Library

A. and Rose Rosenthal. Mr. Rosenthal

Fund

was an

was created in 1978 through the
alumnus of the Class of 1927.

gift

of Maurice

The Malcolm P. Sharp Law Library Fund was established in 1980 by Mr. Lloyd E. Shefsky for
additions to the Malcolm Sharp Collection. Mr. Shefsky is a member of the Class of 1965.
The Volkswagen Foundation Fund was established in 1981 by a grant from the Stiftung Volkswa
genwerk of Hanover, West Germany, for the purchase of European legal materials for the Foreign
Law Collection in the Law Library.

The Edwin P.
of 1952.

Wiley

Law

Library

Fund

was

established in 1969

by

Mr.

Wiley,

The Frederic Woodward Law

formerly

a

member of the

Library Fund, established in 1961 by friends
faculty of the Law School, and a Vice-President

A special Law Library Endowment Fund has been established under the
of Arnold I. Shure, J. D., 1929.

a

member of the Class

of Frederic Woodward,
of the University.

guidance

and with the

help

Honors and Prizes
The Ann Watson Barber

Outstanding

Service Award

was

established in 1978

by family

and friends in

memory of Mrs. Barber, who was the registrar at the Law School from 1962 until 1976. The award
is given to a third-year student who has made an exceptional contribution to the quality of life at the

Law School.
The Joseph

the

first-year
faculty to be

Beale Prize, named in honor of the first Dean of the Law School, is awarded to
student in each section of the first-year tutorial program whose work is judged by the
most worthy of special recognition.

Henry

The D. Francis Bustin Educational Fund for the Law School was established in 1971 by provision of
the will of D. Francis Bustin, a 1917 alumnus of the University, to give awards or prizes from time
to time for a valuable and important contribution, proposal, or suggestion for the improvement and

betterment of the processes,
or

departments,

at

city,

state,

and procedures of
federal level.

techniques,
or

our

government

or

any of its branches

HONORS AND PRIZES
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The Chicago Chapter of the Order of the Coifis an honor society founded to encourage and to advance
the ethical standards of the legal profession. Its members are elected each spring from the 10 percent
of the graduating class who rank highest in scholarship.
The Isaiah S.

Dorftnan

Prize and

Library

Fund

was

established in 1976

by

Isaiah S. Dorfman,

J.D.,

is awarded each year to a student for outstanding work in Labor Law. Funds also
allow for additional library acquisitions in the area of Labor Law.
1931. The

prize

Awards

The Hinton Moot Court

Competition

The Robert H.

Prize is awarded

seminar

dealing

Jackson
with

a

field of

public

The Edwin F. Mandel Award is

are

made

annually

to

to

the winners of the

moot-court

competition.

the student who submits the best paper in

a

law.
members of the

during

their Law

School careers, have made exceptional contributions to the legal aid program, in both the
the work done and the conscientious exercise of legal aid responsibilities.

quality of

The

Casper

given

to

graduating

class who,

Platt Award is awarded each year for the outstanding paper written by a student in the
supported by the Casper Platt Memorial Fund, established in 1968 in

Law School. The Award is

honor of the late
States District

The

Hyman

Casper Platt, J.D., 1916, who served
Judge for the EasternDistrict of Illinois.

M.

Spector Award

of civil liberties. The award

lifelong

devotion

The

42

to

annually

for

established in 1982

by

is conferred

was

with distinction for many years

end:

HONORS AND PRIZES

third-year

United

outstanding student scholarship in the field
Mr. Spector's family in recognition of his

civil liberties.

beginning of the

as

students prepare

to

march

at

graduation.

Degrees Conferred,
Master

1981-82

Thomas M. Buhl
Stefan Andreas Josef Garber
Linda Landeck
Doctor

Teresa

James

David Lee Riessen

Mark Enson Rinehart
Thomas William Rissman

Michael Hamman

Deborah Ellen Robbins

Judith L. Rose
Philip Richard Rosenblatt
Jeffrey Scott Rothstein

*Howard Miles Heitner
*

Michael Eric Herz
Andrew Laurence

Andrews

Hingston

Eric

Bonnie Ada Blenis

Hoffinger
John Hogan
Jonathan David Honig
*Rodrigo James Howard
Timothy Colin Hutchens
Jathan W. Janove
Harold Ernest Joseph Kahn
*Richard B. Kapnick
*Julie Fritts Kaptur

Susan Alice

*Leo Katz

Roy

David Rhett Baker

*Ricky
Carey

Brian

Don

Balthrop
Scott Barney

Willam Arthur Barth

*Steven Aaron Baskin
*Jonathan Klee Baum
Donald Bean, J r.

Jeffrey Philip

Bialos

Bogdanffy

Russell Kei Kawahara

"Locke E. Bowman III
Bruce Edward Braverman
Ann Elizabeth Bushmiller
*

Albert Francis Cacozza,
*Debra A. Cafaro

Lynn

Michael Francis Kerr

*Steven Koch

Cathy Lynn Bromberg
Jr.

Teresa Chu

Bell Clement
Peter Jonathan Cohen
Jean Katherine Ann Connolly
David Bruce Conover

Douglas Gregory Cook
Charles William Cope
Richard Dave Cunningham
Charles Grant Curtis, Jr.
"Robert Paul Dahlquist
Sandra A. Dannehold

Edward Joseph Kowalski
Karl Waterman Krause, Jr.
Barbara H. Kriss
Kenneth

Pogach Lazarow
Jay Lederman
George Stanley Leone

Carol Elizabeth Swanson
Emmett Tancula

James

Nicholas Christos Theodorou

Anne Blair Lusher

Roger William Meslar
Laura J. Miller

Patrick Paul Dinardo

Alejandro

Daniel

Sonnenberg
Stoffregen

Robert Lee Stone
*Paul Vavrek Strella
Stephanie Lynn Striffler

Jeffrey Blane Lieberman
Shao-Liang Liu
Roger William Louis

Joseph

Fenton

Robert Smith

Allen

*Philip

Eric Mitchell Lerner

David Ward Dickerson
David Godden Dietze

Jaye

Wendi Elizabeth Sloane

Brad Marc

Harriet

Kent Mathewson

Kim

Joseph Scorza
Corey Rohr Shanus
Daniel Peter Shapiro
Susan K. Shapiro
Lynda Guild Simpson
Fredric Stuart Singerman
Robert Z. Slaughter
Louis Jay Sla vin
Vicki Anne Sleeper
Teresa Anne Sleppy

Snapp
James Howard Snowden

*Scott

Leslie Ruth Desmond

Robert Todd Feder

Katherine Anne Schoff

*Thomas

Kevin E.

*Michael Schmidt-Lackner
David Scott Landman

Joseph Maloney

Jeff Howard Eckland
Gary R. Edson
John Charles Eichman
*
Alan M. Ellenby
Cheryl Ann Engelmann
*Catherine Masters Epstein
Geoffrey Etherington III

Gail P. Rubin

Joseph Salgado, Jr.
Paul L. Sandberg
*Cindy Ann Schipani
Henry Cooper Schmeltzer

Stephen

Krug

*Patrick

Carleen Schreder Davis

Nixon Thoman
Helen M. Toor
Claire E. Toth

Henry

Robert

Stanley Trefney

Laurence Michael Trusdell

Moglia

Lois Carol Moonitz

David Steven

David Walter Moore
Michael Lloyd Morin

Mark D. Van Kirk
Alan Steven Wei 1

John

*William

Moss

*Thomas P.

Ogden

Mark A. Orloff

Weisselberg
Jay Weissinger

Alison Marie Whalen

Ronald Mark Neifield

William Spirgion Noakes,
David Michael Novak

Jr.

Kenneth Russell

Neil

Gregory

Michael

Mark H.

Mark David Patrizio

Elaine D. Ziff

Fukunaga

Charles Gallavan
Sandra Fern Gelman
Michael Jay Gerhardt

Jeffrey Jay

Williams

Helen Elizabeth Witt

Shari Lee Patrick

Padgett

Whiting, Jr.

Susan Rochelle Whitman

J ames

Lee

Turetsky

Charles David

Alison Moss

*Lawrence

Brian Gerald Flanagan
Kenneth Alan Freed
Richard Brian Friedman

Timothy

Richardson

Judith Lynne

Claire Terese Hartfield

Robert Anderson

J. Rademaker
Engler Raizen

Ann Elizabeth Reinke

Greenberg

F. Griffin

*William Martin Hardin

Karen Marie Anderson

Joseph

Russell Dale Graham

*Michael Lee Grossman
Alan Gussin

Louise Abrams

Walter

Randall

Aaron S.

Marion Beth Adler

*Lyle

Hugo Glaser
Keith Everett Graham

Joseph

of Law

Amy
*

Long

Stewart Allan Pomerantz

David

of Laws

James

H.

Wooten, Jr.

Wayne

Youkon

Peck

Elizabeth Seaver Perdue
Richard G.

Placey

*Cum laude.
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Schools, Colleges and
Universities

Student

Represented in the
Body during 1981-82
NO.

OF

NO. OF

STUDENTS

STUDENTS

Allegheny College
Amherst College
Aquinas College
University of Arizona

1

.

.

.

College
Barnard College
Bates College
Baylor University
Boston College
Boston University
Bowdoin College
Bradley University
Brandeis University
Brigham Young University
Brooklyn College
Brown University
Bryn Mawr College
Bucknell University
University of California, Berkeley
University of California, Irvine
University of California, Los Angeles
University of California, Santa Cruz
California State University, Long Beach
California State University, San

4

.

1

.

1

.

3

.

2

.

1

.

1

.

1

.

6

.

1

.

16

.

1

.

2

.

2

.

1

.

2
1

...

Bernardino

University of Cincinnati
City College of New York

1
1

.

.

.

44

2
1

Oberlin

1

Ohio State
Oklahoma

1

.

2

.

1

.

3

.

1

.

1

.

6

.

16

.

Dartmouth

College
University of Dayton
University of Delaware
De Paul University
De Pauw University
Dordt College
Drake University
Duke University
Earlham College
Emory University
University of Florida
Florida State University
Franklin & Marshall College
Furman University
Georgetown University

University of Massachusetts
University of Miami
University of Michigan
Michigan State University
Middlebury College
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
University of Montana
Morehead State University
Morehouse College
Mt. Holyoke College
National Taiwan University
University of Nebraska
State University of New York,
Albany
State University of New York,
Binghamton
State University of New York, Buffalo
University of North Carolina
North Central College
North Texas State University
Northwestern University
Notre Dame University

2

.

Coe

Columbia University
Cornell University

3

26

.

.

11
1

.

.

1
1

.

.

.

1
1
1

.

10

.

.

2

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

1
3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Technology

College
University
Baptist University

University of Pennsylvania

INFORMATION ON STUDENT BODY

1

2
2
1

2S
3
1

.

University of Illinois, Urbana
Indiana University
University ofIowa
John Carroll University
Johns Hopkins University
University of Kansas
Kean College
Knox College
Lafayette College
Lake Forest College
La Salle College
Lateran University
Lawrence University
Lehigh University
Marquette University
University of Maryland
Massachusetts Institute of

1

.

College
Gustavus Adolphus College
Hampshire College
Harvard College
Haverford College
College of the Holy Cross
Hunter College
University of Illinois, Chicago

2

1

.

Claremont McKenna

College
College
Colgate University
University of Colorado
Colorado State University

Grinnell

1

.

..

Cambridge University
Carleton College
Carthage College
University of Chicago

1

1

.

Barat

Grand

1

.

Arizona State

University of Georgia
Rapids Baptist Bible College

9

1

2

13

.

.

7

.

1
1

.

S

.

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

2
1
3
1
1

.

1

.

1

.

4

.

2
3
3
1

.

..

.

.

21

.

.

.

.

.

1
4

3'
f
1

.

1

.

.

.

.

�
r
1

It

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

r

NO. Of:

NO. OF

STUDENTs

STUDENTS

Pennsylvania State University
Pomona College
Portland State University
Princeton University
Queens College
Radcliffe College
Reed College
Rice University
University of Rochester
St. John's College (MD)
St. John's College (NM)
St. Lawrence University
St. Louis

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

College

.

College

Southern Illinois

.

University

University of Southern California
Stanford University
Swarthmore College
Syracuse University
University of Tennessee
Texas A & M University
Tufts University
Tulane University

The end of the
examination.

14

.

.

.

.

5
1

1
1
1
1
1

5
1

7

2

.

.

.

7
2

20

.

.

1

1

.

.

1
6

1

.

University

Sarah Lawrence

Smith

.

2

Union

College
Military Academy
Valparaiso University
Vanderbilt University
Vassar College
University of Vermont
Virginia Commonwealth University
University of Virginia
Wabash College
Washington College
Washington University, St. Louis
University of Washington
Wayne State University
Wellesley College
Wesleyan University
Wheaton College
Whitman College
College of William & Mary
Williams College
University of Wisconsin.
Yale University

2

U.S.

1

1
2

2
1
2
1
1

..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

6

.

2
1

.

.

1

'"

.

.

.

2

.

7
1

1
.

.

.

5

.

6
.

.

.

.

7

33

1
4

Number of

colleges represented

...

150

2

beginning: first-year students

celebrate

after

their final

Spring Quarter
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Residence of Members of the Student

during

Body

1981-82

United States
NO. OF

NO. OF

STUDENTS

STUDENTS

I. Northeast

V. Plains Area

Vermont
New

.

Hampshire

.

Massachusetts

.

Maine

.

Connecticut

West

South Dakota

1

.

1
5

.

o

.

173

Iowa

.

.

South Carolina

.

.

Florida

Nebraska

.

Louisiana

5

.

Missouri

6

.

25
VI. Far West
Montana

4
2

California

3

Hawaii

6

Alaska

o

.

Colorado
Idaho
Utah

5

.

o

.

3

.

1

.

4

.

3

.

30

.

3

.

o

.

Wyoming

o

.

2

.

Mississippi

3

.

Kansas

Washington
Oregon

11

.

Alabama

5

.

Nevada

II. Southeast

Georgia

o

.

13

.

North Carolina

o

.

21

.

Virginia

6

.

22

.

Virginia

14

73

.

Delaware
District of Columbia

North Dakota

2

.

Pennsylvania
New Jersey
Maryland

Minnesota

3

16

.

Rhode Island
New York

2

o

49

1

.

Tennessee

3

Kentucky

1

33

Foreign
West

Countries

Germany
Kingdom

2

.

United

1

.

III. Middle West

20

Ohio

Michigan

.

Indiana
Illinois

.

.

Wisconsin

.

12

8
165
12

217

IV. Southwest

Arkansas

.

Oklahoma

.

Texas
New Mexico

Arizona

,

.

.

1
1

8
1
5

16
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INFORMATION ON STUDENT BODY

Total number of candidates
candidates
Candidates for graduate degrees
Number of states represented

516

.

J. D.

Foreign

countries

represented

.

514
2

.

.

.

43
2

he University of
aw

Chicago

School Alumni Association

Officers

BERNARD].

NUSSBAUM '55,

Chicago,

President

l<.OGER A. WEILER '52, Chicago, First Vice-President
NANCY GOODMAN FELDMAN '46, Tulsa, Vice-President
l<.ONALD]. ARONBERG '57, Chicago, Vice-President
GEORGE A. RANNEY, JR. '66, Chicago, Vice-President
EROME F. KUTAK

Regional

'28, Munster, Indiana, Secretary- Treasurer

Presidents

DANIEL N. PARKER '66, Atlanta
PHILIP A. MASON '67, Boston
ANN M. LOUSIN '68, Chicago
ROBERT L. SEAVER '64, Cincinnati

l<.ICHARD H. SIEGEL '60, Cleveland

JAMES

A. DONOHOE

'62, Dallas

LEON M. BRONFlN '76, Denver
MILES JAFFE '50, Detroit
MICHAEL NUSSBAUM '61, District oJ Columbia
MATSUO TAKABUKI '49, Honolulu
MONT P. HOYT '68, Houston

MITCHELL S. SHAPIRO '64, Los Angeles
PAUL M. STOKES '71, Miami
DUANE W. KROHNKE '66, Minneapolis/St. Paul
l<.UPERT SIMPSON '76, New York
MARTIN W ALD '64, Philadelphia
SIDNEY I. LEZAK '49, Portland
I-lENRY H. STERN '62, St. Louis
jA.MES]. GRANBY '63, San Diego
l<.OLAND E. BRANDEL '66, San Francisco
THOMAS M. FITZPATRICK '76, Seattle
'the Law School Visiting Committee

JAMES
Terms

T. RHINO, Chairman

Expiring

in 1981-82

THE HONORABLE JOHN D. ASHCROFT, '67, Attorney General of Missouri,

Jefferson City.

GEORGE]' COTSlRlLOS, '42, Attorney, Chicago.
RONALD L. ENGEL, '62, Kirkland & Ellis, Chicago.
LEE A. FREEMAN, Freeman, Rothe, Freeman & Salzman,
LEO HERZEL, '52, Mayer, Brown, and Platt, Chicago

Chicago.

THE HONORABLE HANS A. LINDE, Associate

Justice, Oregon Supreme Court, Salem.
REBECCA]' SCHNEIDERMAN, '67, Chairman, Illinois Industrial Commission, Chicago.
PERRY J. SNYDERMAN, Rudnick & Wolfe, Chicago.
PA.UL M. STOKES, '71, Smathers & Thompson, Miami.
RICKI RHODARMER TIGERT, '76, Leva, Hawes, Symington, Martin & Oppenheimer, Washington,
D.C.

FREDRICK A. YONKMAN, '57, President, Buck Consultants, Inc., New York
Terms

Expiring

City.

in 1982-83

H. EVANS, '48, Chairman, Union Pacific Corporation, New York
NANCY GOODMAN FELDMAN, '46, Tulsa, Oklahoma.

JAMES

City.

DANIEL FOGEL, '49, Fogel, Julber, Rothschild & Feldman, Los Angeles.
FREDERIC W. HICKMAN, Hopkins & Sutter, Chicago.
THE HONORABLE JAMES HUNTER III., Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit,

Camden, N.J.
MILES JAFFE, '50, Honigman, Miller, Schwartz and Cohn, Detroit.
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Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, New York City.
Corporate International Counsel, TRW Inc., Cleveland.
DUANE W. KROHNKE, '66, Faegre & Benson, Minneapolis.
SIDNEY I. LEZAK, '49, Attorney, Portland, Oregon.
ALVIN W. LONG, Chairman of the Board and President, Chicago Title and Trust Company, Chicago.
THE HONORABLE RICHARD H. NEWHOUSE, JR., '61, Illinois State Senator, Chicago.
BERNARD J. NUSSBAUM, '55, Sonnenschein, Carlin, Nath & Rosenthal, Chicago.
A. BRUCE SCHIMBERG, '52, Sidley & Austin, Chicago.
THE HONORABLE ABRAHAM D. SOFAER, Judge, United States District Court, Southern District of
New York, New York City.
KENNETH S. TOLLETT, '55, Director, Institute for the Study of Educational Policy, Howard University,
Washington, D.C.
THE HONORABLE HARLINGTON WOOD, JR., Judge, United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit, Chicago.
PETER KARASZ, '65, Cleary,
HENRY T. KING, JR., Chief

Terms

Expiring

in 1983-84

THOMAS H. ALCOCK, '32, Attorney, Chicago.
THE HONORABLE FRANK M. COFFIN, Chief Judge, United States Court of

Appeals

for the Pirs'

Circuit, Portland, Maine.
WULF H. DOSER, M. C. L. '62, Baker & McKenzie, Frankfurt am Main, West Germany.
THE HONORABLE SUSAN GETZENDANNER, Judge, United States District Court for the Northern
District of Illinois, Chicago.
LINDA GREENHOUSE, Washington Bureau, The New York Times, Washington, D.C.
LEE H. GUDEL, '77, Baker & Botts, Houston, Texas.
HAROLD L. HENDERSON, '64, Vice President and General Counsel, The Firestone Tire & Rubber
Company, Akron, Ohio.
THE HONORABLE REX E. LEE, '63, Solicitor General of the United States, Washington, D.C.
RICHARD L. MARCUS, '62, Adams, Fox, Marcus, Adelstein & Gerding, Chicago.
THE HONORABLE PATRICIA A. PATTON, '73, Administrative Law Judge, Illinois Human Rights Com'
mission, Chicago.
ELLIS E. REID, '59, Attorney, Chicago.
MITCHELL S. SHAPIRO, '64, Shapiro, Laufer, Posell & Close, Los Angeles, California.
JOHN N. TIERNEY, '68, President, Dosie Corporation, Los Angeles, California.
THE HONORABLE WILLIAM H. WEBSTER, Director, Federal Bureau ofInvestigation, Washington, D. C.
Publications of the

Faculty,

1981-82

DOUGLAS G. BAIRD

Standby

of Credit in Bankruptcy, 49
Weisberg: Rules, Standards,
REV. 1217 (1982).

Letters

With Robert
VA. L.

U. CHI. L. REV. 130

and the Battle

of the

(1982).

Forms: A Reassessment

of 2-207, 68

WALTER J. BLUM

Revisiting

the

Uneasy

Case for

Progressive Taxation,
for Prosperity?

With Willard H. Pedrick: Taxation

60 TAXES 16
Some

AIL]

(1982).

Views

on

ERTA

'81,60 TAXES 9Z

(1982).

Self-Cancelling

Installment Notes-The New SCIN Game? 60 TAXES 183

(1982).

DENNIS W. CARLTON

Planning and Market Structure, inJ. J. McCall, ed., THE ECONOMICS OF UNCERTAINTY (University
of Chicago Press, 1982).
The Spacial Effects of a Tax on Housing and Land, 11 REGIONAL SCIENCE & URBAN
ECONOMICS!
509 (1981).
Comments on Weicher, 24 J. LAW & ECON. 399 (1981).
Comment on H. Grossman and W. Trepeta, Risk Shifting, Statistical Discrimination and
of Earnings, in S. Rosen, ed., STUDIES IN LABOR MARKETS 315 (University of Chicago Press.
1981).

StabilitYj

GERHARD CASPER

(Uni'[

Philip B. Kurland and Dennis J. Hutchinson, eds.: 1981 SUPREME COURT REVIEW
versity of Chicago Press, 1982).
Commencement Address, 15 Jm-lN MARSHALL L. REV. 557 (1982); also printed in 13 ALI-ABA
CLE REVIEW 8 (May 28, 1982), 3 (June 4, 1982), and excerpts in The Wall Street Journal,
April 13, 1982, p. 26.

With
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LAW SCHOOL VISITING COMMITTEE

.

R. H. COASE
How SHOULD ECONOMISTS CHOOSE? G. Warren Nutter Lecture in Political
American Enterprise Institute, 1982).
Economics at LSE in the 1930's: A Personal

Economy (The

View, 10 ATLANTIC ECON.]. 31 (March 1982).

DAVID P. CURRIE
AIR POLLUTION: FEDERAL LAW

CASES

MATERIALS

AND

The Constitution in the

ON

AND

FEDERAL

Supreme

ANALYSIS

(Callaghan & Co., 1981).
COURTS, 3d ed. (West Publishing Co., 1982).

Court:

1789-1801,48

U. CHI. L. REV. 819

(1981).

Misunderstanding Standing, 1981 SUPREME COURT REV. 41.
Venue and the Sagebrush Rebellion, in Schlesinger, ed., VENUE AT THE CROSSROADS 65 (National
Legal Center for the Public Interest, 1982).
Air Pollution Control in West Germany, 49 U. CHI. L. REV. 355 (1982).
Lufireinhaltung in der Bundesrepublik aus amerikanischer Sicht, 2 UMWELT- UND PLANUNGSRECHT
147, 186 (1982).

KENNETH W. DAM
THE RULES

OF THE

Antitrust in

GAME: REFORM

AND

EVOLUTION

IN THE

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM

of

Chicago Press, 1982).
Open World Economy, CONFERENCE BOARD

(University
an

INFORMATION BULLETIN No. 94, p. 9

(1981).
The

Legal

Tender Cases, 1981 SUPREME COURT REV. 367.

FRANK H. EASTERBROOK

Analysis of the

United States

Department of State
(April 22, 1982).

v.

Washington

Post

Co.,

PREVIEW OF UNITED STATES

SUPREME COURT CASES 3

Breaking Up Is
Insider Trading,

Hard

Do, 5 REGULATION 25 (Nov. IDee. 1981).
Agents, Evidentiary Privileges, and the Production of Information,

to

Secret

1981 SUPREME

COURT REV. 309.

Maximum Price

Fixing, 48 U. CHI. L. REV. 886 (1981).
Ways of Criticizing the Court, 95 HARVARD L. REV. 802 (1982).
With Daniel R. Fischel: Antitrust Suits by Targets of Tender Offers, 80 MICHIGAN
(1982).
With Daniel R. Fischel: Corporate Control Transactions, 91 YALE L. ]. 698 (1982).
RICHARD

L. REV. 1155

A. EpSTEIN

Private

Property and the Public Domain: The Case of Antitrust, 24 NOMOS: ECONOMICS
(1982).
The Principles of Environmental Protection: The Case of Superfund, 2 CATO J. 9 (1982).
The Social Consequences of Common Law Rules, 95 HARVARD L. REV. 1717 (1982).

AND THE

LAW 48

R. H. HELMHOLZ
The Writ of Prohibition
Advances and Altered

to

before 1500, 43 MEDIAEVAL STUDIES 297 (1981).
English Legal History (Review of Arnold et al., eds., ON

Court Christian

Perspectives

in

THE

CUSTOMS OF ENGLAND: ESSAYS IN HONOR OF SAMUEL E. THORNE), 95 HARVARD
L. REV. 723 (1982).
Review of Wright: THE CHURCH AND THE ENGLISH CROWN 1305-1334, 111 ZEITSCHRIFT DER
LAWS

AND

SAVIGNy-STIFTUNG FUR RECHTSGESCHICHTE, KAN. ABT. 409

(1981).

Review of Smith: ENGLISH EPISCOPAL ACTA, 25 AMERICAN]' L. HISTORY 251 (1981).

DENNIS].

HUTCHINSON
With Philip B. Kurland and Gerhard
of Chicago Press, 1982).

Casper,

eds.: 1981 SUPREME COURT REVIEW

(University

GARETH H. JONES
The Law Commission's

SPENCER

Report

on

Breach

of Confidence,

41 CAMBRIDGE

L.]. 40 (1982).

L. KIMBALL

The Federal Role in Insurance Regulation, in]. D. Long, ed., ISSUES IN INSURANCE, 2d
II, p. 141 (American Institute for Property and Liability Underwriters, 1981).

EDMUND

ed., Vol.

W. KITCH

With

Harvey S. Perlman: 1982 CASE SUPPLEMENT TO LEGAL REGULATION OF THE COMPETITIVE
(Foundation Press, 1982).
Discussion of Some Implications of the United States Constitution for Accounting Institution Alternatives,
19]. OF ACCOUNTING RES. 123 (1981 Supplement).
PROCESS

PUBLICATIONS OF THE FACULTY
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Review of

Chapter

LAW: LEGAL

11 of Volume XI of the INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA

CONSEQUENCES

OF

STATE REGULATION, 9

INT'Lj.

OF

COMPARATIyl

OF

LAW LIBRARIES 230

(1981)

PHILIP B. KURLAND

Casper and Dennis J. Hutchinson, eds.: 1981 SUPREME COURT REVIEW (Universitl
Chicago Press, 1982).
Curia Regis: Some Comments on the Divine Right oj Kings and Courts "To Say What the Law Is,'
23 ARIZONA L. REV. 581 (1981).
The Private 1: Some Reflection on Privacy and the Constitution, reprinted in McDowell, TAKING THi
CONSTITUTION SERIOUSLY (1981).
"Neuro" (Review of Hirsch, THE ENIGMA OF FELIX FRANKFURTER), 1981 A.B.F. RESEARCH)

With Gerhard
of

1167.

Murphy: THE BRANDEIS-FRANKFURTER CONNECTION,
April 12, 1982.

Review of
ton,

The

Legal

Times of Washing'

WILLIAM M. LANDES

With Richard A. Posner: The Positive Economic

Theory oj

Tort Law, 15 GEORGIA L. REV.

851

(1981).
With Richard A. Posner: An Economic

Theory oj Intentional Torts,

1 INT'L REV. LAW & ECON.

Ii

(1981).
JOHN

H. LANGBEIN

With Lawrence

Waggoner: Reformation oj Wills

American Law? 130 U.

OF

on

the Ground

PENNSYLVANIA L. REV. 521

oj Mistake: Change oj Direction
(1982).

il

BERNARD D. MELTZER

With S. D. Henderson: 1982 SUPPLEMENT for LABOR LAW: CASES, MATERIALS
(Little, Brown & Co., 1982).

The Air Controllers and Strikes

against

the Government, 28 U. CHI. L. S. REC. 2

AND

PROBLEI'i

(Spring 1982).

NORVAL MORRIS

THE BROTHEL BOY: A FRAGMENT OF

Chicago

Law

A

MANUSCRIPT

Review of Monahan: THE CLINICAL PREDICTION

249

University 01

No. 18,

OF

VIOLENT BEHAVIOR, 34 STANFORD L. REV'

(1981).

With Michael H.
vii

(Occasional Paper

School, 1982).

Tonry: Introduction, 3 CRIME
(University of Chicago Press, 1981).

Foreword

to

AN ANNUAL REVIEW

JUSTICE:

Geller and Karales: SPLIT-SECOND DECISIONS iii

Group, 1981).
An Overview oj Issues

IN

(Chicago

OF

RESEARd

Law Enforcement

Long- Term Confinement, Chapter 15 of D. Ward
(Lexington Books, 1981).
CHI. L. REV. 609 (1982).

Related

eds., CONFINEMENT

to

Stud)

and K. Schoei'
f

MAXIMUM CUSTODY

The Planter's Dream, 49 U.
RICHARD A.

AND

POSNER

TORT LAW: CASES

AND

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

(Little,

Brown &

Divestiture, Deconcentration, and Antitrust Policy, in KONTROLLE
SCHEM, EUROpAISCHEM

UND AMERIKANISCHEM

Co., 1982).
VON

KARTELLRECHT 58

F

MARKTMACHT

NACH

DEU1;

(FIW-Schriftenreihe, Hell

:

98, 1981).
A

Reply to Some
775 (1981).

Recent Criticisms

oj the Efficiency Theory oj the

Common

Law, 9

HOFSTRA L. REV

The Present Situation in

Legal Scholarship, 90 YALE L. j. 1113 (1981).
the Fourth Amendment, 1981 SUPREME COURT REV. 49.
Economics, Politics, and the Reading oj Statutes and Constitutions, 49 U. CHI. L. REV. 263 (1982).
With William M. Landes: An Economic Theory oj Intentional Torts, 1 INT'L REV. OF LAW & Eco�·
Rethinking

127 (1981).
With William M. Landes: The Positive Economic

Theory oj

Tort Law, 15 GEORGIA L. REV.

8S1

(1981).
ANTONIN SCALIA

Editor: REGULATION

(bimonthly, American Enterprise Institute).
Editor: ADMINISTRATIVE LAW NEWS (Quarterly, ABA Section of Administrative

Deregulation HQ-An
C. Miller

Back

50

to

Interview

on

the New Executive Order with

Murray

Law).

L. Weidenbaum and Jame

III,S REGULATION 13 (Marchi April 1981).
Making Law without Making Rules,S REGULATION 25 (july/ August 1981).

Basics:

PUBLICATIONS OF THE FACULTY

Message, 33 ADMIN. L. REV. v (1981).
Nominating Process: The Legal Framework for Reform, 4 COMMON SENSE 40 (1981).
The First (and Last?) Published Opinion of the Intelligence Court, 3 INTELLIGENCE REPORT 3 (ABA
Standing Committee on Law & National Security, December 1981).
Reagulation- The First Year: Regulatory Review and Management, 6 REGULATION 14 0 anuary IFebmary 1982).
Separation of Functions: Obscurity Preserved, 34 ADMIN. L. REV. v (1982).
The Freedom of Information Act Has No Clothes, 6 REGULATION 14 (Marchi April 1982).
Support Your Local Professor of Administrative Law, 34 ADMIN. L. REV. v (1982).
Chairman's

Parties and the

A. W. B. SIMPSON
Contract: The Twitching

Corpse, 1 OXFORD]' OF LEGAL STUDIES 265 (1981).
of the Legal Treatise: Legal Principles and the Forms of Legal Literature,
L. REV. 632 (198-1).
Cannibals at Common Law, 27 U. CHI. L. S. REC. 3 (Fall, 1981).
Review of Atiyah: PROMISES, MORALS AND LAW, 1982 A.B.F. RESEARCH]' 537.
The Rise and Fall

48 U. CHI.

ADOLF SPRUDZS
With

Kavass: CURRENT TREATY INDEX 1982: A CUMULATIVE INDEX

I.

Igor

With

Igor

AGREEMENTS

AND

JOURNAL

OF

LAW

LEGAL INFORMATION

OF

Treaty Jungle,

of Information in International Law
INT'L]' OF L. LIBRARIES 195 (1981).

9

Review of Dimitrov: WORLD BIBLiOGRAPHY
LEGAL INFORMATION 34

Review of

OF

and Relations: The Case

of the

World- Wide

INTERNATIONAL DOCUMENTATION, 10

INT'L]'

(1982).

HANDBOOK OF BIBLIOGRAPHIES ON LAW

Lansky:

OF

INTERNATIONAL

(formerly

1981 and 1982.

LIBRARIES),

Problems with Sources

INT'L]'

UNITED

(William

Inc., 1982).
Associate Editor, INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL

OF

TO THE

S. Hein, Inc., 1982).
I. Kavass: UST CUMULATIVE INDEXING SERVICE, 1950-1970 (William S. Hein & Co.,

STATES SLIP TREATIES

LEGAL INFORMATION 37

IN THE

DEVELOPING

COUNTRIES, 10

(1982).

GEOFFREY R. STONE
Television in the Courtroom, 1982 ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA ANNUAL SUPPLEMENT 487.

CASS R. SUNSTEIN

Cost-Benefit

Analysis

and the

Separation of Powers,

23 ARIZONA L. REV. 1267

(1981).

With Richard B. Stewart: Public Programs and Private Rights, 95 HARVARD L. REV. 1193
Section 1983 and the Private Enforcement of Federal Law, 49 U. CHI. L. REV. 394 (1982).

JAMES

B. WHITE

The Invisible Discourse

of the Law: Reflections
(1982).
Activity of Law School, 32].

on

Legal Literacy

and General Education, 21 MICHIGAN

REV. 420

QUARTERLY
The Intellectual

BANS

(1982).

LEGAL EDUCATION 1

(1982).

ZEISEL

Disagreement

over

the Evaluation

of a

Controlled

Experiment,

88

AMERICAN]'

OF

SOCIOLOGY 378

(1982).
Comment

on

Phillips,

The Deterrent

Effect of Capital Punishment,

88

AMERICAN]'

OF

SOCIOLOGY

167

(1982).
The Verdict of Five

out

of Six

Civil Jurors; Constitutional Problems, 1982 A.B.F. RESEARCH]' 141.
of the Death Penalty: The Florida Experience, 95 HARVARD L. REV.

Race Bias in the Administration
456 (1981).
Strafreclu mit schlechtem
PUBLIC OPINION

f:RANKLIN

Gewissen

AND

(Criminal

Law with Bad

SOCIAL CHANGE 397

Conscience), in H. Baier et al.,
(Westdeutscher Verlag, Frankfurt, 1981).

eds.

E. ZIMRING

THE CHANGING LEGAL WORLD

Kids, Groups

and Crime: Some

CRIMINOLOGY 867

OF

ADOLESCENCE

Implications of

a

(The

Free

Press, 1982).

Well-Known Secret,

72].

OF

CRIM. LAW

Uncle Sam's Wars on Crime, 186 THE NEW REPUBLIC 38 (April 28, 1982).
Crime: The 120-Day Solution, Chicago Tribune, Perspective, Sept. 28, 1981, p. 25.
Transfer ofJuvenile Offenders to Adult Courts: The Need for Principle, NATIONAL ASS'N
NEYS

AND

(1981).

GENERAL CRIMINAL JUSTICE REPORT

Will the 21st Century be

OF

ATTOR

lOan. 1982).

Safer? Chicago Tribune,

Point of View,

April 13, 1981,

p. 22.
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Poland's "Real" Problem, Chicago Tribune, Perspective, Jan. 13, 1982, p. 15.
Review of Prescott: THE CHILD SAVERS:
JUVENILE JUSTICE OBSERVED, New York Times

Reviews, June 14, 1981,

52

p. 12.
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Boo)

The main reading

room

in the Law

Library.

B

c

D

E

F

1

2

University Buildings

17
18

Community and Family Study Center (F-8)
Computer Building (B-6)
Computation Center Administration Offices (C-7)

1 Administration

19

2

20 Court Theatre

3
4
5

Building (C-5)
Allee Laboratory of Animal Behavior (C-5)
(C-7)
Building
Anatomy
Barnes Laboratory (B-6)
Bartlett Gymnasium (C-8)

6 Beecher Hall (0-6)

Quadrangle (E-4)
Bergman Gallery (C-5)

7 Laird Bell Law

14

8 Blake Hall
9 Bond

(0-5)

Chapel (0-5)

10 Bookstore

(C-S)

Botany Controlled Environment Laboratory (C-6)
12 Center for Continuing Education (F-7)
13 Classics Building (D-4)
14 Cobb Lecture Hall (C-S)
15 Cochrane-Woods Art Center (B-8)
16 College Science Laboratories (C-6)
11

4

3

21

Henry

23
24

28

(0-5)

40

42 Hutchinson Commons
43

(C-7)

44

Biology Center'(C-7)

45

Eye Research Laboratories (C-6)
Faculty Apartments (E-2)
Languages and Civilizations (0-8)
Foster Hall (0-6)
Gates Hall (0-5)
Goodspeed Hall (D-S)

46
47

Kelly

Hall

(0-6)
I(
Laboratorr .:

48 Kent Chemical

30

49

Marjorie
(C-4)

50

Laboratory

31

33 Graduate School of Business Interview Center
34 Green Hall

35

(F-6)

(D-6)

Harper Memorial Library-College

Center

(0-5)

B. Kovler Viral O�'

for

'c'

Astrophyf '!

(LASR) (B-6)
51
52

f>

�

(C-

Ingleside Hall (C-S)
Jackman Field (E-9)
Jones Laboratory (C-6)
Judd Hall (D-8)

29 Far Eastern

32

�,

ce�M

Build;,
Hinds Laboratory for
Geo)
Human Development (0-8

High Energy Physics

41 Human Resources Center

Cummings Life Science Center (C-5)
Development Office (C-8)

26 Erman

38
39

(C-6)

25 Eckhart Hall

27

(B-8)

Crown Field House (B-9)

22 Culver Hall

36 Haskell Hall

37 Health Administration

Schools

(E-B)

Laboratory
Laboratory Supply (C -5)

6

53 Lillie H 0 use
55

68 Researc h Institutes

(D-lO)

nd

all (C-7)

54 Mandel

Astro:�:;o�
Comp

Midway �tUdiOS (E-2)
(C-8)
TOH (E-7)
Noyes

56 Mitchell

Ennco Fermi Institute

James Franck Institute
I b (C-8)
69 Reynolds

.

"(Enrico Fermi Memorial) (B-7)

E�:�f<D_8)
Nurser;;c

61 Oriental
62

63

(D-1)
(D-7)
and Clinics)
for Continuing
(C-5)

eSI.

Insht�::ls
(���:'er

Parking
Parking (

64 Phernister Hall

71 Roble

��-��atiOn) (F-7)

73

1

University

(D-6)

s

(C-5)

Pre�
(D-4)
SChO�e;artment
Hal�nstein
Joseph Reg
Library (C-8)

94 Pritzker

f Medicine

32 Recital
67

14 Renaissance

of Music

Society (C-5)

87 Walker

Cb�ratOry (C-6)

:

D-8)

Hous��monal Chapel (D-7)
(D-6)
Rosenwal�
Ryerson
Laboratory
(C:6�
try Laboratory (C
�����an
OrthOge�IC
(CShops

91

Young

93

Schoo I (F 8)

Storerooms
78 David an d Alfred Smart Ga
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Places to Visit
72. Rockefeller Memorial

founder

Chapel-named

for Uni

Rockefeller; the 72-bell
carillon is named for his wife, Laura Spelman

versity

John

D.

Rockefeller. Tours are conducted after the 11
services each Sunday.

a.m.

University's main audi
a wide variety of musical and
theatrical performances.
69. Reynolds Student Clubhouse-adjacent to Man

54. Mandel Hall-the

torium, seating 900 for

del Hall and a center for services, information, and
tickets for campus events.
35. Harper Memorial Library-College Center
formerly the main library, now the home of the Col
lege administrative and classroom activities.

Noyes Hall-the center for student organi
zations and activities, it is also an elegant reception
hall and includes, as well, recreation facilities and a
57. Ida

restaurant.

Regenstein Library-built on the site of
original Stagg Field, the library now houses

67.

the
more

than 4 million volumes.
61. Oriental Institute-a research

organization ded
studying the ancient Near East, the museum
houses a major collection of objects from that region.
Museum hours: Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
and Sunday, noon-4 p.m.
21. Henry Crown Field House-the largest indoor
athletic facility in the Chicago area and the site of
many intercollegiate and intramural sports activities.
14. Bergman Gallery-Room 418, Cobb Hall-home
of the Renaissance Society which presents periodic
icated to

art exhibits and sales.

58. Enrico Fermi Memorial-a bronze sculpture en
titled "Nuclear Energy" by Henry Moore marks the
spot where Fermi and 41 other scientists achieved
man's first controlled, self-sustaining nuclear chain

reaction

on

December 2, 1942.

55. Midway Studios-the former workshop of
Lorado Taft. Hours: weekdays, 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
71. Robie

pleted

House-by

Frank

Lloyd Wright,

com

in 1909.

78. David and Alfred Smart

Gallery-a teaching
gallery, its shows are open to the public. Hours:
Tuesday-Saturday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m. and Sunday,
noon-4 p.m.
45. Plutonium Plaque-plutonium was first isolated
and weighed in Room 405, Jones Laboratory, Hours:

weekdays,

10 a.m.-4 p.m.

56. Mitchell Tower-modeled after the tower of

Magdalen College, Oxford,

the chimes

to the memory of Alice Freeman
women.

are

dedicated

Palmer, first dean of

HARPER'S UNIVERSITY
University of Chicago was still in the blueprint stage
eighty years ago, a prominent eastern educator wrote
that placing a major institution of learning in Chicago was "the
next
thing to putting it in the Fiji Islands."
It took courage to put a university in the uncultivated Middle
West, but William Rainey Harper, the University's first president,
and John D. Rockefeller, its founder, wanted a university that de
fied tradition. They wanted a university that would be a force the
day it opened, that would "revolutionize university study in this
country."
WHEN
more

The

than

CHICAGO

Harper instituted the four-quarter system, laid the groundwork
junior college system, and established the first university
extension
program in this country. He demanded equality of op
portunity for women in the student body and on the faculty, at
a time when women
faculty at the university level were almost
unknown. And he announced that his institution would be pri
marily devoted to graduate studies.
Harper died in 1906, but the University continued in the pat
tern he had
stamped on it. Rockefeller was to say, "It's the best
for the

investment I

ever

made."
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AND TODAY
CHICAGO

stands

After

revisiting

1922,

wrote:

Perhaps

the

as one

it

a

single

a case

of the world's foremost

few years ago, the late

private

universities.

John Gunther, Class of

element that best characterizes the

University is
Harper.

quality, which goes back all the way to
need be made for the private urban university in our

its incessant search for
If

...

contem

porary life, surely Chicago makes it. Between the Atlantic and Pacific

it

towers

ments

like

of

one

a

lonely colossus, symbolizing
of the

most

fruitful

areas

the

of

aspirations

our

and achieve

country, the Middle

West.

Quality aside, this is a school which stands for freedom of expression,
to
speculate and experiment, freedom for spacious inquiry,
freedom to be a gadfly if necessary and freedom not only to be right
but to take a chance on being wrong.
It still has its unique at
mosphere of vitality and gives forth a sense of endurance as well as
youth. My own feeling is that it is still the most exciting university in
freedom

.

the world.

.

.

GRADUATE STUDY: THE LIFE
OF THE MIND
Crescat
Let

and

SINCE

its

scientia;

vita excolatur.

grow from more to more;
be human life enriched.

knowledge
so

founding, Chicago

has offered

distinguished graduate

education. Of the approximately 8,000 students enrolled, about
2,500 are in the undergraduate College, the remainder in the four

graduate

Divisions

ences, and Social

(Biological Sciences, Humanities, Physical
Sciences)

and Professional Schools

Sci

(Business,

Divinity, Law, Library Science, Medicine, and Social Service Ad
ministration). A study of advanced professional education con
ducted in 1973 included Chicago as one of the four leading uni
versities providing high-quality education in a variety of profes
sional disciplines.
CHICAGO

Chicago's small size and the emphasis on graduate studies have
encouraged unusual interaction between disciplines. While tradi
tional departments exist at Chicago, almost all academic programs
embrace specialists from different disciplines. This is also true of
the Professional

Schools, which

are

all located

on

the main

cam

pus and which enjoy unusually close relationships with the rest of
the University. Many of the faculty hold appointments in more
than

one

department

School,

or

and students

are

encouraged

to

take courses, and to pursue research, in other areas. A large num
ber of interdisciplinary committees and academic centers and in
stitutes

in the

(described

appropriate Announcements)

facilitate

such interaction.

producer of college and university teachers, the University
is perhaps unique. A significant proportion of Chicago's Ph.D.'s
at least
two-thirds-goes into college teaching. The University's
Pritzker School of Medicine has a higher percentage of its grad
As

a

uates on

the faculties of medical schools than has any other school

of medicine. At last count, 2,500 University alumni were teaching
in over fifty leading universities, and more than 100 men and
women

who have been associated with the
administrators

University as students,
serving as college and univer

faculty,
sity presidents.
Perhaps more important, Chicago continues to be
primarily dedicated to research. Former President
or

are now

a

university

Edward H.

Levi has said:
The

University's emphasis on research is paramount. It includes
understanding of our own and other cultures and

within research the
the

appreciation

of the works of the mind. It includes the search for

vastly change man's powers and compre
just the goal but in fact the achievement.
Whatever the strains, it believes that research and teaching are closely
related. Research itself-the restructuring of subject matter, the reve
lation of insights, new and old-can be the highest form of teaching.
The obligation which the University has assumed is not only to give
knowledge

so

basic

as

hension. And this is

to

not

the individual scholar the freedom and intellectual environment

quired for research but to undertake to transmit
understanding of research into all of its teachings.
But the
is

expressed

crescat

of

essence

in its

scientia

graduate study

motto.

we

add

at

the

the

qualities

University

of

re

and

Chicago

In former President Burton's words: "To

at once

vita excolatur,"
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AND OF THE BODY

of the University of Chicago
Kimpton observed, "We have
professed to admire the Greeks, and they invented the Olympic
games well in advance of the first 'great book.' Sports and ath
letics not only make sense here, they thrive-in both organized and
SPORTS AND ATHLETICS

make

sense.

in the

context

As former President

"

individual ways.
Chicago fields 10

intercollegiate men's teams (baseball, basket
ball, cross-country, fencing, football, soccer, swimming, tennis,
track, and wrestling) and 7 women's teams (basketball, field hock
ey, softball, swimming, tennis, track and field, and volleyball).
Our Midwest

bringing

Collegiate

back

some

Athletic Conference football games

rituals that used

to

attract

only ghosts

are
on

campus like homecomings, pep rallies, and cheerleaders. All done,
however, in the "Chicago style," as illustrated by the cheer: "The

mistocles, Thucydides, the Peloponnesian War, X squared,
squared, H2S04, Who for, What for, Who we gonna yell for

Y
...

MAROOOONS! !"

Varsity

is

half of them

all. Each year more than 3,800 students-about
graduate and professional school students-compete

not

intramural sports. In the Winter Quarter of 1980,
over 2,800 hours of court time were set aside for basketball alone.
Teams often include faculty as well; for example, the English De

in

forty-seven

partment softball team-"The Fat City Nine"-recently included
professors. In response to requests for more opportunities for
graduates and undergraduates to compete on the same teams, a
new
program of Sunday mini-tournaments was initiated. Beginning
with the 1980-81 season, men and women may compete in small
group activities, such as triples volleyball, 3 on 3 basketball, coed
tennis, and Ultimate Frisbee.
four

Club sports offerings, ranging from the ordinary to the exotic,
include such popular clubs as Men's and Women's Crew (look
for the "STROKE" T-shirts

on
campus), Shotokan Karate, sail
University of Chicago Track Club, a world
renowned amateur organization founded and coached by Ted Hay
don, brings together men and women of both average and excep
tional ability, from within and without the University. But what
is unique about sporting life at Chicago is that the first-rate physi
cal facilities are available for all, not just the varsity athlete. The
completely renovated Henry Crown Field House, one of Chica
go's largest indoor sports complexes, features the area's largest
indoor track, a new 200-meter Pro-Turf running surface. The
track, plus four basketball courts, batting cages, the largest weight
training facilities in Chicago, courts for racketball, squash, hand
ball, and saunas are some reasons why between one and two thou
sand use this facility daily. Swimmers can choose between Bartlett
gymnasium (more courts and gymnastic areas) and Ida Noyes
Hall, where there is regularly swimming, basketball, fencing, or
folk-dancing. The tennis enthusiasts can take advantage of the
twenty-four outdoor courts scattered across campus. As for the

ing,

and

rugby.

The
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campus's natural facilities, competing for space on the quads with
ubiquitous "gray city" squirrels are Frisbee players, joggers,
cyclists, roller skaters, jugglers, and even some tree climbers.
Hyde Park and Chicago offer more. The Midway Plaisance, a
mile-long boulevard developed for the World's Columbian Ex
position of 1893, is now a vast stretch of playing fields for foot
ball, soccer, and rugby, not to mention a course for the runners

the

CHICAGO

daily. In winter the city floods one of the fields for
skating (you can check out a pair of skates, as you would a book,
at nearby Ida Noyes). Lake Michigan
provides swimming (some
do it year round), boating, and fishing; on the paths along its
shore you are always sure to find a partner, young or old, to run
or
cycle with up to Buckingham fountain or beyond. At Chicago
there is ample opportunity to express thought in motion.
who

use

it
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DIVERSIONS
FORMER

President Levi

once

began describing

student life

by

that "book circulation per capita by students at the
pointing
of
University
Chicago is the highest in the nation among univer
libraries."
And for the student it is true that all roads in Hyde
sity
out

Park

Regenstein. But when the individual scholar
diversion, an opportunity to satisfy the artistic, political, or
playful interest, he or she will find roads leading everywhere.
In the visual arts, the Smart Gallery, which houses the Univer
sity's permanent collection, and the Renaissance Society in the
Bergman Gallery continue to earn the praise of Chicago art critics
for providing provocative exhibits that are scholarly as well as
innovative. Each fall, the Renaissance Society repeats a 33-year
old innovation, their "Art for Young Collectors Sale." Students
who can't afford to buy may still hang original art works on their
walls, thanks to Joseph R. Shapiro's "Art To Live With" collec
tion. Over 400 pieces of contemporary art are loaned out at the be
ginning of each quarter-an event for which hundreds of students
to
queue up overnight. The enterprising will also find their way
seeks

seem to

lead

to

Lorado Taft's

Registered National Historic
Landmark,
faculty work and exhibit.
If it is music you seek, you might just stop and listen to the
bells ringing out of Rockefeller Chapel's 200-foot tower. Both
the University Carillonneur and the University Organist pre
sent
regular evening and noon-time concerts. At noon, each
Saturday, from Mitchell Tower, you'll hear the change ringers
(shades of Dorothy Sayers) practicing their art, one of the few
such groups in this country. In the newly renovated Mandel
Hall or the newly renovated Department of Music's gothic gem,
you may hear the University Symphony Orchestra, Concert
Choir, or Chamber Orchestra, all open to students by audition.
Other groups include the Collegium Musicum, which recreates
ancient music, the Contemporary Chamber Players, and the

Midway Studios,

where

Concert

Band,

as

art

a

students and

well

as

a

number of ad hoc ensembles. Each

February
Society holds a Folk Festival of grow
national
ing
reputation. The student-run Major Activities Board
brings jazz, rock, pop, or folk acts throughout the year. Re
cent visitors have included Chuck
Berry, Muddy Waters, Da
vid Bromberg, and Tom Waits. Internationally acclaimed artists
the Folklore

regularly bring classical music to the quadrangles, none more
popular than the city's own Chicago Symphony Orchestra under
the direction of Sir Georg Solti. The entire orchestra often visits,
while individual members participate with the Rockefeller Chapel
Choir in a nationally famous Oratorio Festival Series, or come to
campus for a recital and informal discussion in the unique "First
Chair" program.
Theater enthusiasts look forward
that will be home

to

the

completion

of the

new

Court Theatre, the university's resi
building
dent professional company. A leading force in the city's theater
scene for 25 summers in Hutchinson Court and winner of the
pres
tigious Joseph J efferson Awards, Court now performs classical and
to

modern drama year round. Court's studio productions allow stu
dents the opportunity to develop all aspects of theater art. An

other campus ,group, Blackfriars, has created its own musical
or
performed those of others for decades.

com

edies

The oldest student film

(Documentary

Film

society
Group), offers

the esoteric,

of

films, from the

ly

in Cobb Hall's auditorium.

popular

other student film groups

to

in the country, DOC Films
yearly schedule of hundreds

a

cheaply

and convenient

DOC, plus Law School Films, and

mean

movies six

nights

a

week

during

all academic quarters.
The literary can make their way to the Chicago Review, an
internationally distributed, student-run literary quarterly, whose

Winter 1979 issue, "Black Mountain and Since: Objectivist Writ
ing in America," continues to be in demand. Primavera, the liter

ary

magazine

of the

of the

University

Chicago Maroon,

Feminist

and countless

Organization, the pages
ephemeral publications pro

places for the wielders of the pen.
by any number of impressive speakers (last year,
William Fulbright, Adlai Stevenson III, Eudora Welty, among
others), or one of the many political leaflets handed out in a given
week, the art of conversation flourishes in a number of congenial
places. Ida Noyes Hall is the home of "The Frog and Peach"
vide additional

Stimulated

restaurant

and "The Pub"

(which features

beers from around the world-for those

8 draft and 30 bottled

twenty-one). The
lounges, billiards, practice rooms, and a
student-run book and record shop. Adjacent are Hutchinson
Commons and the C-Shop, respectively the largest and speediest
dining rooms on campus. Many departments and Schools have
their own lounges or coffee shops, for example, the "Nonesuch,"
Reynolds

CHICAGO

Club offers

over

where the humanists meet; the Divinity School's "Swift Kick";
and "Ex Libris," the student-run canteen in the Library, all pro

wholesome alternatives to the usual machine fare. Good
good cheer are periodically available at departmental

viding

talk and

sherry

hours.

Every Thursday afternoon,

School of Business

(which

also

runs

a

students in the Graduate

great coffee

shop

in the

competitive spirit) congregate for the "Liquidity Preference
Function." The Law School holds an open "Wine Mess" each
best

Friday.
just off

And there is

always "Jimmy's," the sprawling public tap
a
Hyde Park and University

campus, which has become
institution.
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Places, in short,

exist for almost any actIvIty. And actrvines
hundred groups exist and, more important, can
into existence almost instantly with the help of the Student

abound. Over
come

one

Activities Office. Some clubs, like Chess and Debate, have long
traditions of regional, national, and even international competition.
You will also find the Chinese Students Association, the Organiza
tion of Black

Students, and the Hispanic Cultural Society. Less

perhaps, are Chicago'S Bourgeois Run
ning Dog Lackey Society, Fantasy Garners Club, Indian Music Cir
common on

other campuses,

cle, and Israeli F olkdancers. Brand
CHICAGO

new

is the Student Activities

Program, "Eclectic Ed," featuring, for a nominal fee,
Clogging, American Sign Language, Leaded Glass,
and
Chinese Cooking. There is heavy graduate stu
Calligraphy,
dent participation here, as in the annual Spring Dance, which last
year drew 1,350 people who danced to the theme of Glenn Mil
Mini-Course

such

courses as

ler's "Tuxedo

Each

Junction."

Spring,

the diverse cultural

paths

of the

University

con

verge in the annual Festival of the Arts (FOTA), a month-long
program of poetry readings, dance recitals and workshops, side
walk chalk

drawing,

art

exhibits, and music.
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THE

QUADRANGLES

EDUCATION at

Chicago

has

always

been

a matter

of

extraordinary

said, "If the first Faculty of the
people.
had
met in a tent, this would still have been a
University
great
university." But William Morris, recalling his time at Oxford,
As President Hutchins

reminds

city"

us

of the "education which the loveliness of the gray
Students who visit the University of Chicago for

give.

can

the first time

are

often

delighted

to

find that it is

not a

typical

urban campus surrounded by concrete and busy streets. They
find instead a pleasant island of green grass and trees located in a
residential

There

community

are more

some seven

than 125

miles south of

buildings

located

on

Chicago's Loop.

the In-acre

cam

pus. The main campus, north of the tree-lined Midway Plaisance,
retains the style set down by the original builders. The gray lime

buildings display the gargoyles, ivy, and spires characteristic
collegiate Gothic and are arranged in a series of tree-shaded
quadrangles. The South Campus is quite different. Here the
works of major twentieth-century architects include Eero Saari
stone

of

School, Edward Durrell Stone's Center for Con
tinuing Education, and Ludwig Mies van der Rohe's School of
nen's famed Law

Social Service Administration. The works of

major sculptors

dot

the campus, including the world's first sculpture designed with
the aid of a computer, by johen Severtsen, Lorado Taft's, "The
Fountain of Time," Antoine Pevsner's "Construction in Space
and in the Third and Fourth Dimensions," several pieces by Vir
ginio Ferrari, "Grande Disco" by Arnaldo Pomodow, and per

haps

the

most

famous, Henry Moore's "Nuclear Energy,"

com

memorating the spot where Chicago scientists achieved man's
first self-sustaining chain reaction in 1942.

buildings that have gone up since the early 1960's, the
Joseph Regenstein Library, which opened in 1970, has had .the
greatest impact on graduate study at Chicago. It is the home of the
University's Graduate Library School and houses the University'S
Of the

extensive collections in the social sciences and the humanities. It

unparalleled research facility, designed to facilitate inter
disciplinary as well as traditional research, to provide efficient

is

an

access to

study

the collections, and to offer attractive and comfortable
A massive fortress-like construction, the Library is

areas.

one of the
largest academic library buildings in the country. Such
largeness has a purpose: the library is both the symbolic and
practical center of the University's life.

CHICAGO

THE CITY
It isn't

so

much

half million

a

city

as a vast

way station where three and

a

bipeds
single cry, "One side or a leg
off, I'm gettin' mine." It's every man for himself in this hired
air. Yet once you've become a part of this particular patch,
you'll

never

swarm

with

love another. Like

a

loving

from

CHICAGO

on

a

the

broken
so

real.

Make,

1951

lovely

never a

Chicago: City
Nelson

with

a woman

nose, you may find lovelier lovelies. But

Algren

won't introduce herself. You have

to

look for her. In

neighborhoods,
people. You'll find the
but
you'll find innovative
city here,
problems
in
that
make
as well,
Chicago a chal
expressed
ways
responses
to live.
and
even desirable
place
lenging, enriching,
books,

in

buildings,

in

of every American

in

Chicagoans
ca's

most

have

produced

what has been

creative architecture. The

recognized as Ameri
Rookery Building of Burn

ham and Root, Louis Sullivan's Auditorium and Carson, Pirie,
Scott Building, the Prairie School buildings of Frank Lloyd
the

glass and steel structures of Mies van der Rohe, the
Building, the Sears Tower-a walk through Chicago's
streets is a walk
through the history of modern architecture.
Members of the University community, on outings at the 55th
Street Promontory, can enjoy a panoramic view of these buildings.
Clustered around the Loop you'll find a city of neighborhoods
Chinatown on Wentworth Avenue, the Polish community on
Milwaukee Avenue, Ukrainians and Sicilians on West Chicago
Avenue, the old Greektown on Halsted, the Irish in Bridgeport,
Lithuanians in Marquette Park, with Blacks and Latinos creating
their own expanding areas-each an ethnic enclave of pride and
prejudice. In their problems, they remind us of the pioneering set-

Wright,

Hancock

tlement-house work of Jane Addams and the birth of urban soci
ology at the University of Chicago, for assistance to and study
of these communities still go on. But they are also welcome addi
to the exuberant
diversity of Chicago, preserving traditions,

tions

excellent restaurants, and unique food stores and shops.
In the midst of this kaleidoscopic life stand the grand names of

providing

cultural life. The Art Institute houses one of the world's
collections
of French Impressionists. The Chicago Sym
greatest
third
oldest
in
the country and currently under the direction
phony,

Chicago's
of Sir

Georg Solti has justly been called the finest orchestra in the
Lyric Opera, whose season has recently been expanded
into the Spring, provides a varied repertoire with international
singers. The Goodman Theater is Chicago's foremost stage for
classic and world premiere productions. The Museum of Science
and Industry, a touch-all-you-want, 14-acre open classroom, teaches
world. The

the wonders of science

Museum of Natural

3 million visitors

to over

History

is outranked

a

only by

year. The Field
the Smithsonian

Institution and the American Museum of Natural

History.

The

Aquarium has the world's largest exhibit of marine and
freshwater creatures, while the Adler Planetarium, oldest in the
Shedd

hemisphere,
sky shows.
Chicago's cultural

western

offers

an

astronomical

museum

and

a

varied

series of

movements
a

dozen

mental,

in

new

scene

took off in the 60's and 70's with

theater, dance,

companies

and ensemble

Mamet's accolade

Jazz, blues, rock,

as

and

new

film, and music. In theater alone,
offer full seasons of classic, experi

art,

now

theater, earning Chicago playwright David
"the great American city for
new wave clubs dot the North

the South Side remains

worthy

creativity."
Side, while

of its title of "Home of the Blues."

vigorous film societies offer underground, experi
foreign-language films, revivals, and classics, to make

A number of

mental, and

up for the smaller number of first-run houses.
In summertime, culture takes to the streets and

parks.

Town and 57th Street Art Fairs

the Gold Coast

Art Fair and

are

followed

by

The Old

ChicagoFest

transforms

civilization,

wilderness encroaches

Navy Pier
August into a place of song, dance, and celebration. Free
open-air concerts by classical and jazz artists are presented in the
new Grant Park Bandshell
adjacent to the Lake. Ravinia Park,
summer home of the
Chicago Symphony, provides a sylvan set
for
classical
as well as for
music,
ting
jazz, rock, folk, dance,
a

host of others.

each

theater, and

Despite
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picnicking.

these evidences of
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here and there. You may find a few square meters of the original
prairie grasses and flowers still surviving on the corner of Ashland
and Armitage. Or look to the many parks or to the impressive
forest preserve system. Within
the city, there are a great many

a

one- to

three-hour drive from

places
escape to, ranging from
the dunes of Indiana and Michigan (the Indiana state line is ten
miles from Hyde Park via the Chicago Skyway) to the Kettle
Moraine country of Wisconsin. The
west, Milwaukee two hours north.

south of the

to

Mississippi River is two hours
(The

corn

and coal belts lie

and the oil refineries of Hammond and the steel

city,
Gary are to the southeast.)
Bicycle trails lead along the lakefront, through the prairies of
the western suburbs, along the Skokie lagoons north of the city.
The more ambitious cyclist can tackle some or all of the Wiscon
sin bicycle trail that goes along back roads from the Mississippi
River at La Crosse to Lake Michigan at Kenosha.
After you've been here awhile, you'll realize that Chicago
doesn't have just one personality. She has as many as you have
mills of

the time and energy

to

find. Some will be

the lakefront affluence of the "Gold

more

obvious

at

first:

Coast," the sleek commercial
sheen of Upper Michigan Avenue's Golden Mile, or the dark canCHICAGO

yons of the

Loop banking district on lower La Salle. Others will
as
you explore more widely.
It may be the barrio mural art of the Hispanic community, or
it may be the old Polish cafes along Milwaukee Avenue, where
the local residents still read the nation's only Polish daily. It may
be the discovery of the city's best lemonade stand (on Taylor
Street) or the Sunday morning bargain-hunting excursions to
Maxwell Street, followed by "dim sum" brunch in Chinatown.
It might be the moment during a game at Comiskey Park when
you suddenly realize that a Sox fan and a Cub fan are two dif
ferent types of being. Or perhaps the sight of white sails sprinkled
over the lake on the first
big sailing day in late spring. Or it just
might be one of the Chicagos captured in books.
When Henry Adams, in search of education, visited the "White
City," the World's Columbian Exposition held in Chicago, he
wrote:
"Chicago asked in 1893 for the first time the question
whether the American people knew where they were driving.
reveal themselves

Adams

answered, for

one, that he did not

know, but would try

Chicago
expression of American
one must start there." And so
unity;
thought
might you start
there, Chicago, the University and the city.
to

find

out.

.

.

.

was

the first

as a
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THE NEIGHBORHOOD:

HYDE PARK
makes

home in

lakeside residential

neighbor
special history was acknowledged officially in 1979,
when the Hyde Park-Kenwood Historic District was placed on
the register of National Historic Places. This community, as de
THE UNIVERSITY

its

a

hood whose

scribed in the nomination form, includes

uncommonly large proportion of the city of
Chicago's
important architectural and historical landmarks
individuals [living here] affected
architectural
excellence,
Beyond
not
In its entirety,
there is a
only Chicago, but the nation
unity, a striking character that can only be this place and no other.
within its boundaries

an

most

....

...

That

striking

past, the two
and people.

character is revealed

existing

in

a

vital

by
interplay

its present

as

of structures,

well

as

its

institutions,

through the streets, as Jean F. Block tells us in Hyde
Houses, dynamically discloses the progress from suburban
to urban
living: "the pre-fire houses on Dorchester; the Chicago
between
53rd and 55th; the suburban villas on Kimbark
cottages
A stroll

Park

and Kenwood south of 47th Street

...

;

the mansions of

Chicago's

business leaders (one of them now Muhammad Ali's home); the
professors' houses clustered around the University, and finally,
the many three-story apartment
these houses include most of the

buildings." The people living in
faculty and students of the Uni
as well as those of the
versity,
many neighboring theological in
stitutes. More than half the population consists of laborers, busi
nessmen, and professionals. Together, these people have stemmed
the deterioration that threatened Hyde Park, a'long with other
inner-city neighborhoods, after World War II. Beginning in the
50's, a renewal effort of historic proportions, including the co
operation of the University, the South East Chicago Commission,

and federal

agencies,

has resulted in

a

stable, integrated

com

munity.
Its cosmopolitan and activist character is reflected everywhere:
in its politics (it created and exported the first independent po
litical movement in the city), in its churches (the Council of
Hyde Park and Kenwood Churches and Synagogues is the oldest
interfaith organization), and in its schools, which include the dis
tinguished University Lab School, founded by John Dewey, public
schools with exceptional, innovative programs, and more than 13
preschools. Greatly aided by the University and the Hyde Park
Kenwood Community Conference, the neighborhood provides a
wide range of health and social services. Three large shopping
centers serve the
community, including the largest cooperative
market in the city (employing a full-time education director and
a
professional home economist) and Harper Court, an eclectic
blend of artisans and small businessmen. In

addition,

numerous

shops exist where you can pick up a live lobster, rare cheese,
organic vegetables, or the ingredients for an oriental dinner. Res
range from

adequate to superb, including such regulars
(fast and good), the Medici Gallery (once the
oldest student coffee shop, now the best pizzeria), the Eagle (the
faculty's art-deco, English pub answer to the Medici), and Mal
lory'S (you dine in elegance 30 feet beneath hand painted ceilings,
ten floors above
Hyde Park, overlooking the Lake). In the city's
best secondhand bookshops (Powell's and O'Gara's) you'll find
the book you want, unless O'Gara's gray Persian cat happens to
be napping on it.
These and more reasons make housing in great demand. But,
the fact that people want to live here weighs heavily against the
reason some fear to live here-crime.
Hyde Parkers are aware of
the realities of urban living, but they are also aware that crime
statistics here are among the lowest in the city, thanks to the
Chicago Police (Hyde Park is the highest patrolled area in the
city) and the University police, the largest private force in the
Midwest, which provides direct-line, white security telephones
all over the neighborhood and "umbrella protection." In addition,
there is also the highly successful and much imitated, community
sponsored Project WhistleStop. Hyde Parkers are committed to
preserving the quality of life here.
That quality is enhanced by the University, but by no means
dependent on i�. Apart from the intellectual and cultural stimulataurants
as

Ribs 'N Bibs
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tion

provided by

grown cultural

the

University, Hyde

life, augmented by

Park has

its natural

a

rich, home

surroundings.

This

community supports Chamber-Music-in-the-Home Series, a vol,unteer community Chamber Orchestra, and, becoming increasing
a

ly

well

Blues

known,

the Music of the

of the world is

Baroque
few

Concert Series. The

outside the neigh
just
in
(students
regulars
Buddy Guy's Checkerboard
on 43rd Street).
Park
theater has a splendid his
Lounge
Hyde
in
the
the
of
50's
tory: birthplace
Compass Players, today theater
in
the
other
lives, among
Hyde Park Jewish Community
places,
Drama Center, offering classes for all ages in all aspects of the
craft, and several store-front, experimental theaters. You can find

Capitol

borhood

six

a

streets

are

museums

in

two

and one-half square miles. In addition to the
Industry and the University's Oriental

Museum of Science and

Gallery, there is the Weiss Museum of Juda
outstanding repositories of Judaica in the United
States. The Hyde Park art colony of the 20's and 30's has been
replaced by less famous, but not necessarily less inspired creators.
The 57th Street Art Fair, the oldest in the country, brings ex
Institute and Smart

ica, among the 25

hibitors and strollers from around the entire country. The teachers
Hyde Park Art Center read like a "Who's

and exhibitors in the

Who" of

Chicago

Art. The nine local IC viaducts

are

brightened

by murals, ranging
one

In

the children

from the

did,

professional "Rapid
City."

Transit"

to

the

"Seasons in the

is without event, but in the spring and
surroundings take over. Then, from the pe
moves toward the Lake,
Park
riphery, Hyde
passing, on the way,
the many cooperative gardens that have replaced empty lots. At
tend the two-day Garden Fair, now in its twenty-third year, and

Hyde Park,

no season

summer, the natural

look for the

sign asking you to "brighten the corner where you
are,"
lady who feels her "garden in her chest." Once at
the Lake, or the connecting parks, you'll find bike trails, harbors,
beaches, and, particularly in April when the smelt run, a host of
fishermen. Join the Hyde Park Irregulars as they run their daily
mile or swim a mile with Jon Erikson of English Channel fame
across the
bay at the 57th Street beach. Or join the Birders on
Wooded Isle. And in September return for the Wooded Island
or

the

Festival.
In sum, a description of life in Hyde Park would fill a 244-page
guide. It has: Our Hyde Park. In a big city, a small town with a
special history, whose present is worthy of its past.
CHICAGO

LAW SCHOOL CALENDAR FOR 1982-1983
1982 AUTUMN

QUARTER

September
Septem ber
September

28

November 5
November 15
November 25
November 26
December 7

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Thursday
Friday
Tuesday

December 8

Wednesday

December 13
December 17

Monday
Friday

1983 WINTER

29
30

Registration for second- and third-year students
Registration for first-year students
Classes meet
No classes
No classes

Thanksgiving Day-a holiday
No classes

day of classes
Registration for Winter Quarter begins
Reading period begins
Registration for Winter Quarter ends
Examinations begin
Last

Examinations end. Autumn Convocation

QUARTER
3

Classes

March 8

Monday
Tuesday

March 9

Wednesday

March 14

Monday
Friday

Examinations end. Winter Convocation

Monday
Tuesday

Last

January

March 18
1983 SPRING

QUARTER

March 28

May

meet

day of classes
Registration for Spring Quarter begins
Reading period begins
Registration for Spring Quarter ends
Examinations begin
Last

24

Classes

meet

day

of classes for second- and

third-year

students

May

25

Wednesday

Reading period begins for second- and third-year
students. Early examinations begin for third-year

May

30

Monday

Examinations

students

begin

for second- and

third-year

students

May 31
June 1
June 3

day of classes for first-year students
Reading period begins for first-year students
Examinations end for second- and third-year

Tuesday
Wednesday
Friday

Last

Monday

Examinations

students

June

6

begin for first-year students
graduating students due
Examinations end for first-year students
Spring Convocation
Grades for

June

Friday

10

Because

dents

are

a

limited number of Announcements
asked

to

the academic year.

retain their

copies

are

printed, stu
throughout

for reference

